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Abstract 
In this thesis, we study nonconstant solutions to the following problem 
—Au = g(x, u)—十 g(x, u) dx in i7, 
< Jn 
du ^ 
T - = 0 on dO, 
K on 
where g(x, u) is a perturbation of order p at infinity uniform in x and p G (1, (n + 
2)/(n - 2)]. Under various assumptions on the function g, existence, uniqueness 
and multiplicity results are established. We approach the problem by variational 
methods. 
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摘 要 
本文探討以下問題的非常數解：一 
-A 'u = g{x, u) 一 -f g{x, u) dx 在 i?内， 
( J n 
^ = 0 在 上， 
dn 
其中u)是一個位置無限遠處的p階擾動，且P在區間•(]_, (n + 2)/(n - 2)] 
内°對於不同條件下的g，我們將以變分法推出對應解的存在性、唯一性或多 
重性。 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this thesis we study the following nonlocal Neumann problem 
Jf2 
du ^^ 
< ‘ = 0 on 抓， (1.1) 
十 u dx = A, 
Jq 
where i7 is a bounded domain in ]R"(n > 3) with C^-boundary, A is a real constant 
and is a real-valued function in x M). Define G{x, z) := / g{x, t) dt for 
— Jo 
X e f2 and z eR. We study existence, uniqueness and multiplicity of solutions 
of Problem (1.1) for different g and G by exploring the fact that it is a critical 
point of the functional 
\ [ dx - [ {G{x,u + A)-G{x,A)) dx. 
2 Jn Jq 
We are mostly interested in Problem (1.1) when g(x,z) = + f{x,z), 
where f{x, z) is a lower order perturbation of \z\p uniform in x. In this case, the 
4 
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problem can be rewritten as f 
- A w = \u\P-'^u + f{x, u)- f + f{x, u) dx in •！7, 
JQ 
du ^ ^ 
< ‘ = 0 on a " ’ （1.2) 
十 u dx = A, 
Jn 
where 0 < p < (n + 2)/(n — 2) = 2* — 1 and 2* is the critical exponent for the 
Sobolev embedding theorem. 
1.1 Background 
In this thesis we assume basic knowledge in functional analysis and Sobolev 
space, and the readers may consult [4] and [5], [8] and [9] for background materials. 
Our motivation for the study of (1.1) is based on the Cahn-Hilliard type 
equation 
ut +A (Au + g(x, u)) = 0 in i? x (0, oo), 
< du d{Au) ^ ^ (1.3) 
where g(x,z) ：= z^ - z and is given. The equation is called the Cahn-
Hilliard equation and is a model on phrase separation in cooling binary alloys [3], 
7]. [11]. Its “energy" is given by 
E{u) = l f dx - [ G(x,u) dx. 丄 Jn Jn 
We have the energy dissipation relation 
风収(.’ ( [ |V (Au{x, s) + g{x, u{x, s))) ^ dx ds = E{u{-, 0)). 
Jo Jn 
The relation formally shows that if the solution is global and converges eventually 
to some steady state w, then w satisfies 
Jn 
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In other words, w satisfies Aw + g{x,w) = constant and is a solution to (1.1). 
Note that, we have 
4 [ t) dx = - f A{Au + g{x,u)) dx = 0, (1.4) 仇 Jn J n 
which implies that initial mass Uq dx is,preserved by the equation. 
The classification of the steady states of the one-dimensional Cahn-Hilliard 
equation is done in [11]. 
A second order version of (1.3) is the nonlocal problem 
itf = Aw + g{x, u)-十 g{x, u) dx in Q x (0, oo), 
J n 
du 
^ = 0 on df2 X (0,oo), 
where 0) is given, see [6]. Similar to (1.3), (1.4) also holds and the dissipation 
relation is replaced by 
E{u{-,t))+ [ [ (Au{x,s)^g{x,u{x,s))-^g] dx ds = E{u{',0)). 
Jo Jn \ JQ J 
Again, its steady states are also solutions to (1.1). 
1.2 Variational formulation 
We are going to tackle the problem via variational methods. We have to 
choose a suitable space on which we can do calculus of variations. The set 
G H\Q) :j^udx = A^ 
is not a Hilbert space but an affine subset of unless A = 0. We consider 
the following equivalent problem 
-Au = g{x, u + A ) - f g{x, u A ) dx in Q, 
JQ 
du 
< ‘ 二 0 on ar?， （1.5) 
十 u dx = Q, 
Jn 
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where i7, g and A are as before. We can associate problem (1.5) with a variational 
principle on the space 
X {w G : £ u d x = o Y (1.6) 
which, by Poincare inequality, is a Hilbkt space with the inner product 
(w, v) = / Vu ‘ Vv dx. 
Jn 
The variational principle is given by the critical point of the following energy 
functional J on X. 
J{u) = I [ dx - [ {G{x,u-\-A)-G{x,A)) dx. (1.7) 
乙 JQ Jn 
We say that 6 X is a critical point of the energy J if J'{u)ip = 0 for all e X. 
Note that 
J' [u)(p = / Vii 'V(p dx- / g{x,u + A)(p dx. (1.8) 
Jf2 J n 
1.3 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we are concerned with the 
regularity of critical points to the energy J given by (1.7) in different situations. 
In Chapter 3, we deal with the sublinear case of the problem (1.1)，that is, 
when g{x,z) e x R) satisfies the growth control \g{x,z)\ < C{1 + {z^ on 
X IR for some exponent 7 G (0,1). We will show the existence of a solution via 
minimization. 
In Chapter 4，we show the existence of solution in the superlinear-subcritical 
case of the problem (1.1) with the particular form of nonlinearity g{x, z)= 
+ f{x) for some nonconstant f e C^Q), where 2 < p + 1 < min{3，2*}. 
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We will find solutions using the method of Nehari manifold. 
Observe that when f(x) above is a constant function, the problem (1.1) always 
has the constant /I as a trivial solution. More generally, when g(x, A) = constant, 
the problem (1.1) also has the constant A as the trivial solution. In this case, 
we are interested in the existence of nontrivial solutions. In Chapter 5, we derive 
the existence of nontrivial solution via the mountain pass lemma under certain 
subcritical growth conditions on the nonlinearity g as well as the smallness of A 
In Chapter 6, we prove further multiplicity results for the subcritical case of 
(1.1) by the notion of genus when A = 0 and the nonlinearity g(x, z) is odd in z. 
In this case, J defined in (1.7) is even and hence there is a Z2 symmetry on X. 
Finally, in Chapter 7, we prove the existence of nontrivial solution for the 
critical case with a special form of nonlinearity. More precisely, when g[x, z)= 
+ Az + for some q G (l，p) = ((1’ (n + 2)/(n - 2)) and A, jli > 0. 
The arguments in Chapter 5 do not work here due to the lack of compactness. 
The approach and techniques employed in this chapter are strongly motivated by 
2] and [13]. The arguments involve a huge amount of computations and we place 
them in Appendix C in order to keep the presentation smooth. 
Chapter 2 
Regularity of The Critical Point 
As we have mentioned in section 1.2，we transform the problem of finding 
solutions to the problem of searching critical points to an associated energy func-
tional. But before looking for critical points to the energy functional, we have to 
first make sure that whether a critical point is a classical solution or not. In this 
chapter, we are going to solve this fundamental problem. 
2.1 Regularity for 1 < p < (n + 2 ) / ( n - 2 ) 
To establish the regularity result, we need two regularity lemmas. In the 
following lemma, the first one is a modified version of an analogous result in [13] 
and the second one is taken from [9 . 
Lemma 2.1.1. Let Q he an open, bounded and connected subset o /R" (n > 3). 
(i) Let u be a weak solution of 
f 
-IS.U 二 •？i + d in Q, 
\du ^ (2-1). 
•：^ = 0 on dQ, 
on 
where dQ is C�,a{x) G and d is a constant. Then u e for 
all q > 1. 
9 
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(ii) If u is a weak solution of 
—Au = h(x) + d in i7, 
du _ (2.2) 
— = 0 on ds2, 
on 
where dQ is h[x) G p G (1, oo) and d is a constant. Then 
Remark 2.1.2. (i) By a weak solution of (2.1), we mean a function u in 
satisfying 
/ Vw • V(/? dx = / a{x)u(p dx-\-d / (f dx, (2.3) 
Jn Jn J n 
for all e H ^ Q ) . 
(ii) By a weak solution of (2.2), we mean a function u in satisfying (2.3) 
for a{x)u + d replaced by h{x) + d. 
Proof. We first fix any xq e H and ^ > 0. Let 77 be a nonnegative smooth bump 
centered at xq with support B{xo, 6) and 77 三 1 on B{xo, 5/2). 
We further fix � 1 , iV > 0 and set G e C^M) by G{t) = for � < N 
and G{t) is linear for |力| > N. Suppose w is a weak solution of (2.1). Then G{u), 
G,{u), F{u) = /；丨 � | 2 dt all belong to H'{Q), We may put cp = F{u)ri' into 
(2.3) to get 
[ d x + [ 2F{u)r]S/u • Vrj dx 
^^ r . (2.4) 
=/ a{x)uF{u)r}'^ doc + d F{u)Tf dx. 
Jn Jn 
Note that F(u) = J�" G'{t)dGit) = G'{u)G(u) — G'{t)dG{t) and hence F{u)= 
^G'{u)G{u). This implies 
I 2F{u)ri\/u • Vrj dx = [ G\u)G{u)7]\/u • V77 dx 
r 1 厂 (2-5) 
< c / |G"M|V|Vnp / |GM|2|V77|2 dx. 
J n 45 Jq 
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Putting it into (2.4), we obtain 
( 1 - £ ) F ⑷ I V 丨 2 dx 
(2.6) 
[ � |2|V"p dx+ [ a{x)uF{u)r]^ dx ^ d f F[u)rf dx. 
Jf2 Jn Jn 
Next consider 
[|V(G'(u)ry)p dx= [ |G"(u)|V|Vup dx 
Jn (27) 
+ 2 f G'{u)G{u)r]Vu • Vry dx + [ � H V r f dx. 
Jn Jq 
In view of (2.5) to (2.7), we take e � 0 small enough in (2.6) to get 
dx 
「厂 f r 1 (2-8) 
<C / \G{u)\^\Vr)\^ dx+ / \a{x)\\G{u)\Y dx + d \F{u)\r)^ dx， 
Jq Jn jQ 」 
where C is a constant independent of 5. Let � 0 be the best constant for the 
Sobolev embedding inequality on Hl{Q), S"||u;||�* < Now choose 5 so 
small that 
S 
工)ILn/2(i3(a;o’(5)) ^ ^ 
and 
1 �� 12/(p+l) p 
-S / dx < / I•叫2 dx, 
4 Un � Jn 
for all V e supported in B{xo,d) n We can eliminate the middle term 
on the right hand side of (2.7) to get 
f |V(G'(^/)77)P dx<c\ [ � |2|V77|2 dx-hd f |F � dx] . (2.9) 
Jq Un Jn � 
Finally, we will iteratively use the estimate (2.9) to get the result. Firstly, we 
choose = [(n - l ) / (n - 2)] > 1 and notice that u e H^{f2) 4 
Z/2/3(i7)，which implies I^MI^ dx and \F{u)\ dx < oo. Letting TV oo 
in (2.9)，we have M � G H\n), so \uf e H\Q) 4 L2"/(--2)(r?) from the 
arbitrariness of xq G Q. 
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Secondly, choose p = = [ ( n - l ) / ( n - 2 ) ] 2 and notice that 2似（12) 4 
1 / 2 卢 w h i c h implies dx and dx < 0 0 . Letting N — 00 in 
(2.9) again, we get e H\Q), so G H\Q) 4 from the 
arbitrariness of xq G Q. 
We then iteratively set = /？^  = [(n - l ) / (n — 2)广 to get ？A G H\Q) for 
all k e n . Therefore u G L'i(f2) for all q > 1. Thus we have verified (i). On the 
other hand, (ii) is simply a result taken from [9], we shall omit the proof here. • 
The second regularity lemma can also be found in [9]. 
Lemma 2.1.3. Let h{x) be in If u e is a strong solution of 
(2.2)，where p,qe (l,oo), then u e 
Remark 2.1.4. By a strong solution of (2.2), we mean a twice weakly differen-
tiable function u satisfying -Au — h{x) + d almost everywhere in f2. 
Theorem 2.1.5. Suppose dQ is C^ and p G (1, (n + 2)/(n - 2)]. Let u e X be 
a critical point to the energy functional J given in (1.7) with g{x, z) = + 
/(.T, z) where /(.t , Z) in x E) satisfies the conditions: 
For every £〉0，there exists Ce > 0 such that 
\f{x,z)\<6\zr + C,\z\ 
(2.10) 
Then u is a classical solution to (1.5). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.5. We first show that every critical point is in n 
(72(i?). Let u e X he & critical point of J. For any tp e X,we have 
J'(u)(p = / S/u -Vip dx - / g{x,u-i- A)cp dx = 0. 
Jq Jn 
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For any ip e we have ip - e X, hence 
[Vu -Vi) dx= [ Vu-S/(ip- ^ ^p dx) dx 
Jn Jn \ Jn J 
=[g{x,u A) (ijj - -f ijj dx (2.11) 
Jn \ J n J 
= { g{x, u + A) - f g{x, u + A) dx]ilj dx. 
Jn \ Jn J 
Denote w=u^- A and notice that g{x,w) = + f(x,w). (2.11) becomes 
J Vw • •?� dx = J w)-子 g{x, w) dx^ 寸 dx. (2.12) 
Then apply the regularity Lemma 2.1.1 to w with d := - f^ g(x, w) dx and 
aCT) := + w-^f(x,w), to conclude that w e for all q > 1. Note one 
can easily obtain a(a;) G after using (2.10) and the Sobolev embedding 
theorem. 
From (2.10), we further have g(x, w) G i / ( i7) for all r > 1. Now apply the 
regularity Lemma 2.1.1 with d := - f^ g{x, w) dx and h{x) = g{x,w) G 
to conclude that w G for all r. The Sobolev embedding theorem implies 
w e for every a G (0’ 1). 
To improve the smoothness to C^, we want to apply Lemma 2.1.3 with h(x)= 
gix, w) as above when w is a strong solution. Thus we need to show that w is 
a strong solution to -Aw = h{x) + d and that h{x) is for some large 
enough 1 < q < oo such that 4 C站iJT) for some ^ G (0,1). 
To show that w is a strong solution to the equation, we pick a sequence 
C such that \\wm — 丨2,2 0. From the smoothness of w爪，we 
have 
/ -^WmT] dx= VWm . Vt^ dx 
Jn Jn 
for those rj G with support compactly contained in Q. We let m — oo 
and conclude from w e VK!二(i?) 4 {spt{rj)) that 
/ —AWT] dx — Vw . V77 dx 
JQ Jn M 
r f r \ r (2.13) 
= (h - f hdx rj dx= (Ji + d)r] dx. 
Jn \ Jn / Jn 
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As 7] is arbitrary, (2.13) implies that -Aw = h — + h dx almost everywhere in 
JQ 
i?. In other words, il； is a strong solution to —Ait; = h{x) + d. 
Concerning the regularity of h, we assert that h is for all > 1. By 
definition of h, we have 
dh , dw df . � � d f , .dw 
dxk dxk dxk dz\ , dxk 
for A; = 1’ 2，...，n. Notice that w G 4 Ci，"(7^ ) thus \\/w\ e 4 
Together with (2.10) and the fact that w G for all 5 > 1, we 
conclude that |V/i| G L'{f2) for all 5 > 1. Recall that h e for all r > 1. 
We consequently have h e for all q > 1. Hence we conclude that 
w G 4 4 C\f2). Recall that w G C'^^iH) 4 0\72) and thus 
have u = w-Ae 0\72)门 
We finally show that u is a classical solution to (1.5) with the aid of the 
regularity of u above. Perform integration by parts for any (p E C°°(i7) to get 
f -Auif dx = f S/u • V(p dx — [ ^in dS 
Jn Jn Jan on 
= (h - f h dx] (p dx - / dS. 
Jn \ Jn J Jan on 
As cp is arbitrary, we have -Au = h - -f h dx on f2, which implies 
Jn 
[ = 0, 
J dndn 
for all (/? G C°°(i7). By the arbitrariness of if again, we conclude that du/dn = 0 
on dQ. This proof is completed. • 
2.2 Regularity for 0 < p < 1 
In this section, we prepare the regularity result for Problem (1.5) with sub-
linear nonlinearity which will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose dQ is Let u e X be a critical point to the en-
ergy functional J given in (1.7) with g{x, z) G x E) satisfying \g(x,z)\ < 
C (1 + |2广)，for some 7 G (0,1). Then u is a classical solution to (1.5). 
Proof. We first show that u G for some r > n. Notice that by the Sobolev 
Embedding Theorem u e X ^ If 2* > n then we are done. Otherwise, 
by the sublinear growth control of g{x,z), we know that g{x,u) e 
together with Lemma 2.1.1, we have u e 1^2,(277)(j7) jf (2*/?) > n, then 
we are done. Otherwise, utilize the growth control again to obtain g{x,u) e 
L(2"7)"7(叫 4 i r i � � n \ which implies u e 14^2 , (277^ )by Lemma 2.1.1. 
Iterating the above argument, we have u € for some r > n. 
Since u e X is & critical point of J , by (1.8) we have 
/ dx = / g(x,u-\- A)u dx. 
Jn Jn 
Together with the growth control z) and the Poincare inequality, we have 
\\^u\\l = [ |Vw|2 dx<C [ |w| dx-^C f | w � d x 
Jn Jn Jn 
+ C H I 二 〜 + c w + i 
where C is a generic constant depending only on n, i7, 7 and >4. In this proof, we 
will repeatedly use the constant C in the same way. Then we obtain a constant 
Ri independent of the choice of u such that < C||V?z||2 < Ri, Thus Lemma 
2.1.1 implies 
Ih^ll^,, <CMx,u)l + C\\u\\, 
This implies the existence of a constant R2 > 0 independent of the choice 
of u such that IMI2, < 丑2. Compactness of the embedding 4 C^(72) 
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ensures the existence of another constant R3 > 0 such that < R^. 
Therefore g{x,u) e 4 W^^'^Q). Finally, Lemma 2.1.3 implies that u G 
^foci^) 4 C2(i7) and hence u e C\Q) fl By a similar argument as in 




The Sublinear Case 
In this chapter we deal with the following problem 
-Au = g{x, u) — -r g{x, u) dx in Q, 
Jn 
du 
< ‘ = 0 on ar?, (3.1) 
十 u dx = A, 
Jn 
where A is a real number and g(x, z) is in x M) satisfying 
\9{x,z)\<C[l + \z\^), (3.2) 
for some 7 G (0,1). Hereafter in this chapter, the generic constant C will be used 
to denote a positive constant depending only on n, 7 and A. We are going to 
prove the existence of a solution to Problem (3.1) via minimization. 
We shall first transform the problem into the form of (1.5) and use minimiza-
tion with the aid of Theorem 2.2.1 to find a classical solution. 
3.1 Existence of a minimizer 
By a standard direct method argument, we first prove a coercive inequality. 
17 
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Lemma 3.1.1. There exist two constants Ci and C2 > 0 such that for all w e X, 
where X is given in (1.6), we have 
J{w)>Ci\\w\\l-C2. (3.3) 
Proof. Fix any w G X. By the definition of J in (1.7) and (3.2)，we have 
J{w) [ iV^if dx-C f 1 + —+ /l�+i dx+ [ G{x,A) dx 
2 Jn Jf2 Jn 
>l [ |VH2 dx-C [ M 什1 dx + ( f G{x,A) dx - C\Q\ - C 2 Jn Jn \Jq 
>\ [ I d x - C [ dx-C .. 
2 Jn Jn 
where G{x,z) := / g(x,t) dt. By the Jensen inequality and the Sobolev in-•/o 
equality, we have 




With this inequality, we move on to find a global minimizer by a compactness 
argument. 
Theorem 3.1.2. Problem (3.1) admits a classical solution. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.2.1, every critical point to the energy J given in (1.7) 
is a classical solution. Hence all we need is to prove that the energy J admits a 
critical point, more precisely, a global minimum. 
To see this, we first note that by the coercive inequality, J is bounded from 
below and hence we have m := inf比ex > -00. Let {uj}'^^ C X he a 
minimizing sequence, that is, 
J{uj)^m, (3.4) 
！ 
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as j oo. By coercivity again, we have for large enough j 
Ci||VWJ||2 < J{uj) + C2 < M + 1 + C2 
and therefore |丨“』2 is bounded. We can now employ the Rellich compact embed-
ding theorem and the weak compactness property of reflexive Banach spaces to 
extract a subsequence which we may still call so that there exists u e X 
such that 
( 
Uj —)• u weakly in X 
< Uj -)• u strongly in I f , for all 1 < r < 2* (3.5) 
Uj u almost everywhere in Q. 
\ 
By the convexity of u* we have 
J{uj) [ dx - [ G{x,Uj-^A)-G{x,A) dx 
2 Jn Jn 
[ iViip dx + [ Vu. V{uj - u) dx (3.6) 2 Jn Jn 
- / G{x,Uj + A)-G{x,A) dx. 
Jn 
By the weak convergence in (3.5), we have 
/ Vii. \/{uj -u) dx 0. (3.7) 
JQ 
By the strong convergence in (3.5) and the growth control of g{x, z), we have 
/ G(x, Uj + A) - G{x, u + A) dx 
Jn 
=/ g{x, 6{uj -u) -\-u + A){uj - u) dx 
JQ 
<C [ (1 + \9{uj -u) + u + Ap) \uj — u\ dx 
Jn 
<C [ {I-\-\u + A\'')\uj + \uj - u�+i dx 
Jn 
+ +^ri i2 .-权 1I2+cikj — 
which implies 
/ G{x, Uj / G{x,u + A) dx. (3.8) 
Jn J n 
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With (3.7) and (3.8), we let j oo in (3.6) and obtain m > J{u). Consequently, 
u E X is a minimizer of J in X. • 
j 
3.2 Uniqueness and multiplicity 
In the last section we have shown that Problem (3.1) admits a solution. Now 
we state a uniqueness result. 
Proposition 3.2.1. Consider Problem (3.1). Suppose {dg/dz) < a on i? x E, 
for some a < jui, where Hi is the first eigenvalue to the eigenvalue problem (B.l). 
Then it has a uniqueness solution. 
Proof. It suffices to show uniqueness. Let u and v be two solutions to Problem 
(3.1)，that is, 
-Au = g{x,u) - -r g{x,u) dx, 
Jn 
< 
-Av = g{x, v) - f g{x, v) dx. 
Jn 
This implies 
— - v) =lg{x, u) 一 g{x, t;)] - f {g{x, u) - g(x, v)) dx 
Jn 
o 广 
=办，v + d{u- v)){u - … - 无 u ) - g{x, v)) dx. 
Notice that / {u - v) dx = 0 and d(u - v)/dn = 0 on dH, we have 
Jn 
/ dx= dx 
Jn Jn 
n ^Q 
=/ 五(工’ V + 0{u 一 v)){u — dx 
7 ‘ 9 (3-9) 




which implies / |V(w - dx < 0 and we have u = v on Q. • 
Jn 
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Suppose now g{x, z) is independent of cc, that is, g(x,z) = g(z). We see that 
(3.1) has Uc = A as its constant solution. 
Recall that in the proof of Theorem 3.1.2，we have shown that the equation 
(3.1) has a solution which is a minimizer of J. In view of the minimization 
problem, the constant solution u�above corresponds to the trivial solution uq 三 0. 
If uq is a minimizer of the energy J, we would get no further information. But 
if Uo is NOT a minimizer, we then obtain another solution u from minimization. 
We have the following multiplicity result. 
Proposition 3.2.2. Suppose g = g{z) in Problem (3.1). If g'{A) > "i，where 
is the first eigenvalue to the eigenvalue problem {B.l), then uq = 0 is not a 
minimizer and hence Problem (3.1) has a nontrivial solution. 
Proof. If Uq 三 0 is a minimizer, then for any (p e X, c f / d f ！亡二。[i(0 + t(f)] > 0 
which implies 
I dx - I g'{A)ip'^ dx > 0. 
Jn Jn 
Let (fi be an eigenfunction correspond to the eigenvalue /xi. Then 
I dx- 9'{A)ipl dx = (/ii - g\A)) [ ^pl dx < 0. 
Jn Jn Jn 
which is a contradiction. • 
Chapter 4 
The Superlinear-Subcritical Case I 
In this chapter we deal with the following problem 
-Au = \u\P-''u + f{x) — / 1 + f{x)) dx in 
Jn 
du ^ 
< • = 0 on ar?， （4.1) 
十 u dx = A, 
J q 
where is a real number, 1 < p < min{2, (n + 2)/(n — 2)} and f(x) is a non-
constant Z/2 function on i?. As we have mentioned in Section 1.3，since f is not 
a constant function, problem (4.1) has no constant (trivial) solution. We are in-
terested in the existence of solution in this case. We use the technique of Nehari 
manifold to produce the following existence result. 
Theorem 4.0.1. There exist positive constants Aq and Kq such that for each 
A e {-Ao.Ao) and f G with \\f\\^ e (0,i^o)； Problem (4.1) admits a 
classical solution. 
We shall transform the problem into the form of (1.5) and use calculus of 
variations to find a solution. We consider minimization on a special submanifold 
of the space X, namely, the Nehari manifold which we will define later. After 
that, we show that the minimizer is in fact a critical point of the energy in the 
22 
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whole space X. In this chapter, the generic constant C will be used to denote a 
positive constant depending only on n, Q and p. 
4.1 The Nehari manifold 
In this case the energy J defined in (1.7) reads as 
J H = i [ [ + 外 + 1 - 1 川州） d x - [ fix)w dx (4.2) 
Z Jn 丄 J n 
for weX. Then • 
J'{w)ip = / Vw 'Vcpdx- / \wA\P-\w ^ A)cp dx - [ f{x)ip dx (4.3) 
J n J n Jn 
for w,(p e X. We further define for G X 
G{w) := f{w)w = / iVwl"^ dx- I \w+A\P-\w-\-A)w dx- [ f{x)w dx. (4.4) 
Jn J Q Jn 
We now introduce the Nehari manifold M {w e X : G{w) = 0}. To show that 
M is a manifold in X, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1.1. There exist positive constants AQ and KQ such that for every 
A e (—Ao，A)) and f e U^O) with \\f\\^ e (0，Ko)，we have G'{w)w + 0 for 
w 6 M \ { 0 } . 
Proof. Differentiate G to get for v, (p E� X 
G'{v)ip =2 [ VvVcpdx-{p+l) [ \v + A\P-\vA)ip dx 
Jn Jn rN 
r r (4.5) 
+ 却 / Iv + Al^-'cp dx - / f{x)ip dx. 
Jn Jn 
If G'{w)w = 0, for some w E M \ {0}, we have 
0=2 / dx-{p+l) [ + dx 
Jn Jq 
-\-A{p+l) f \w + A\P-\w + A) dx (4.6) 
Jn 
+ Ap + dx- f f{x)w dx. 
Jn Jn 
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As w G M we have 
/ dx- \w + + A)w dx-Ap / \w + dx = 0. (4.7) 
Jn Jn Jn 
Subtracting (4.7) from (4.6) and (4.6) from (p + 1) times (4.7) respectively, we 
have 
/ iVii；!^  d x - p \w -h + A)w dx- f{x)w dx = 0, (4.8) 
Jn JQ Jn 
and 
(p —1) / dx-y / f{x)w dx-Ap / \w + Al^'^w dx = 0. (4.9) 
Jn Jn Jn 
From (4.8) and Proposition A.l, we have 
/ dx 
Jn 
=p / — + f+1 dx-Ap / + A\P-\w A) dx-Ap [ — + dx 
Jn Jn Jn 
=p [ + — |v4|时 1) dx -Apf \w + A\P-\w + A) - \A\P dx 
Jn Jn 
-Ap + dx 
Jn 
<P [ [ dx - Ap^ [ \ew + dx 
Jn 2 J n Jn 
-Ap |it; + dx 
Jn 
<^11^11；：}+[ dx+(ci^i) I 細 + ^二 . iHi 二 
J a 
<cM;t\ + ^l^r^ f H2 dx + (CI^I) Mill + (Ci^n 
J f2 
+ {C\A\)\\w\\;ll + (C\A\n\\w\\l^ 
<{C + q^i) II《二 + (C | ]r 1) Ikll2 + ( W ) IK+I. 
By Jensen inequality, Sobolev inequality and Poincare inequality, we have 
(1 — C l ^ r ^ — ClAinW'^wWl < ( C + C\A\) 
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As we w ^ 0, we may eliminating | |Vtw||�from both sides and get 
(1 - c i / i r ^ 一 c\An < ( c + c \ A \ ) i iv i^i i r ' . 
Thus there is positive a constant a depending only on n, i? and p, such that for 
all A with 凶 small enough, we have 
||Vw;||2 > a > 0. (4.10) 
On the other hand, from (4.9) we have 
(p_l)||VHI�=(P —1) f dx 
Jn 
=p / f{x)w dx + Ap |ii； + dx 
Jn J n 
幼/II2. IM2 + _ Ik + � - 1 • IHIp 
<c\\fh-M, + {p\A\)\\w\\i + {p\An Hip 
<C||/||2. ||VHl2 + {C\A\) \\Vw\\l + (C\An 丨2. 
Again it; ^ 0, we eliminate ||Vii;||2 from from both sides and obtain 
||Vw;||2 < CII/II2 + C\A\^ + {C\A\) \\Vw\\l-\ 
As 0 < p - 1 < 1, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all 2; G M we have 
< C + \z\. Consequently, 
< CII/II2 + + + qv4|||vHl2. 
Thus for those A with small enough, we have 
Together with (4.10), we obtain 
0 < a < 丨丨VHIs < 1^|/|丨2 + C\A\^ + C\A\. 
I 
Therefore, when is small enough, 
Thus the contrapositive statement of the lemma is verified and we are done. • 
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We readily see that the Nehari manifold defined above is a C^-manifold. 
Proposi t ion 4.1.2. Let Aq and Kq be two positive constants given in Lemma 
(4.1.1). Then for each A e {-Aq^Aq) and f G with ||/||2 G (0’/(o)， 
M := {w e X : G{w) = 0} is a C^-manifold. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.1.1, we know that for all w e M \ { 0 } , G'{w)w + 0，which 
implies ('�）关 0. As 0 G M, we need to show that G ' ( 0 ) � 0. By (4.5), we 
have 
= - [ fix)ip dx, 
Jn • 
for e X. As / is not a constant function, we conclude that G ' ( 0 ) � 0. Now, 
the desired result follows from the implicit function theorem. • 
4.2 Minimization on the Nehari manifold 
We begin with the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.2.1. Let A and f he as in Proposition 4.1.2，we have Jm := «/|M 
is bounded below on M. 
Proof. Fix any u in M. Combining (4.6) and (4.7) we have 
" 丄 p 人 (4.11) 
Notice that 
+ + A) dx <11^ + A\\l < C\\w\\l + 
<C\\Vw\\l-\-C\A\^ 
and that 
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Thus from (4.11) we get 
Jm(w) >C\\Vw\\l - {C\A\) — CII/II2. - C\A\P 
(4.12) 
- (ClAol) llVt^ll? - CKo . |jVHl2 - Cl^ or-
Asp e (1,2), we see that J is bounded below by a constant independent of w. • 
We next show the existence of minimizer by direct method. 
Proposition 4.2.2. Let A and f be as in Proposition 4.1.2, we have JM '•= J\M 
attains its minimum on M. 
Proof. Since Jm is bounded below, we may set m := ini^^M Jm{w)- Let {n^}^! C 
M be a minimizing sequence. Then for large enough j , J u i u j ) < m +1. Rewrite 
(4.12) as 
qivt^J: <m + n- (qA)|) + + 
As p 6 (1,2)，we conclude that ||V?/-j||2 is a bounded sequence. Then there exists 
some u e X such that by passing to a subsequence which we still call 
we have 
f 
Uj — u weakly in X 
< u j - ^ u strongly in Z/(i7)，for 1 < r < 2* (4.13) 
Uj —>• u a.e. in Q. 
\ 
By the convexity oiwy-^ 11 •奶 III we have 
/ iViijf dx > / iViip dx + 2 [ Vu • V(uj - u) dx. 
Jn J n Jn 
Combining this with (4.11), we have 
J m K O > / |Vn|2 dx + 2 [ V u . • ( U j — v ) dx 
Jn Jn 
-点L I " " ) . + i ^ r ' ^ d x - ^ l ^ f{x)u, dx. 
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By (4.13)，we get 
m> f dx - f \uA\P-\u + A) 
Jn P + 1 
—l^rM dx — [ f(x)uj dx 
=JM(U) > m. 
Consequently, u is & minimizer. • 
4.3 Minimizer on the Nehari manifold as a crit-
ical point on the whole space 
To guarantee that a minimizer or more generally a critical point on the Nehari 
manifold is indeed a critical point on the whole space X, we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 4.3.1. Let A and f be as in Proposition 4.1.2. If w e M is such 
that G'{w)w — 0 and that J'^iw) = 0，then J'{w) = 0. 
Proof. Note that VG{w) is orthogonal to T � M ) , the tangent space of M at w. 
Let VG{w) be the unit vector of VG{w). Consider the decomposition of w with 
respect to this vector 
w = - \ - ( w - . (4.14) 
Noting that w — ( V G ^ ) , lies in TJJ\4), 
J'{w) (w -
… , . _ _ \ (4.15) 
=J'M—、- w)VG(w)J = 0. 
As ||VG(ti;)"x�VG(iy)，u;�= G'(w)w + 0 and = G{w) = 0’ we conclude 
from (4.14) and (4.15) that 
f{w){VG(w)) = 0, 
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whence J'(w) = 0. • 
In the previous section, we have found a minimizer on the Nehari manifold 
in the proof of Proposition 4.2.2, that means u G X such that Jm(u) = 0. In 
Lemma 4.1.1, we see that if this u is nonzero, then G'{u)u • 0 and hence the 
condition of Proposition 4.3.1 is satisfied and hence u is a global critical point. 
Therefore, all we need is to show that the minimizer u on the Nehari manifold is 
not zero. 
To see this, Let w be in M. Then from (4.2) and (4.8) we have 
JmM 二 - \ [ \Vw\^ dx — - 4 t f (k + …奸 1 - l ^ r ' ) dx 
^ Jn P + 1 j/7 
+ / \w + A\P-\w + A)w dx 
J n 
= - l f dx - f 丨 州 一 凶 州 ） d x 
^ Jn P + 丄•/r? 
+ / p\ew + dx 
Jq 
< - \ ( dx - [ K+i dx + [ H' dx 丄 Jn P + ^ Jn 2 Jq 
+ p [ H时1 dx-{-p\A\P-'^ [ H2 dx 
Jn Jn 
= - 每 I I • ' � i i ^ + f p - D f dx+l\Ar' [ dx 
z \ P 十丄/ 2 Jn 
< -臺"VHI: + cilvHIfi + 1"•识II: 
= — • (1 - C\A\P-') + C||•切llf 1. 
We may further restrict /Iq > 0 smaller than that is given in Lemma 4.1.1 if 
necessary, so to guarantee that for all A e (—Xo，Aq) we have 1 - C\A\p~'^ < 1/2, 
and hence the above estimate reads as 
As 0 G M, we may find w e M \ {0} with ||Vw;||2 small enough such that 
Jm{w) < —lllVHlg < 0，which implies min^^M ^ m W < 0 and hence u is non-
zero. The proof of Theorem 4.0.1 is completed. 
Chapter 5 
The Superlinear-Subcritical Case II 
In this chapter we deal with the following problem 
-^u = g{x, u)-十 g{x, u) dx in Q, 
Jn 
du ^ 
< ‘ = 0 on a " , (5.1) 
十 u dx = A, 
J q 
where ^ is a real number and g{x, z) is in x E) with g{x,A) = constant. 
We see that there is always a trivial solution Uc = A and we are interested in 
nontrivial ones. Suppose p e (1’ (n + 2)/(n - 2)). We further assume that g and 
g' satisfy the following growth conditions: 
(i) There exist positive constants A and Ci such that for every x eJ2 and 
z G R, we have 
+ (5.2) 
(ii) There exist r � 0 and " > 2 such that for all x mJ} and z with > r, we 
have 
0 < \iG{x,z) < (5.3) 
Notice that by taking integration on the both sides of 
g<:，：)〉^ 
z) - z 
30 
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and the continuity of g, we have the following consequence of (5.3). 
G(x,z) > - C. (5.4) 
We are going to prove the following existence theorem with the aid of the moun-
tain pass lemma. 
Theorem 5.0.1. There exist positive Aq and Aq such that for each A G (0，Ao) 
and A G (—/lo, ^ o)； (5.1) has a nontrivial classical solution. 
Following the ideas in Section 1.2 and Theorem 2.1.5, we again transform the 
problem to a variational problem associated to the energy J. We first recall the 
standard version of the mountain pass lemma. After that, we apply it to prove 
the above theorem. As before, the generic constant C in this chapter will be used 
to denote positive constants depending only on n, Q and p. 
5.1 The mountain pass lemma 
We state the mountain pass lemma taken from [1]. The Palais-Smale condition 
will be stated in Proposition 5.2.3. 
Definition 5.1.1. Let X be a real Banach space and J be continuous functional 
on X. We say that J satisfies the mountain pass property at a point v e X if 
(i) J{v) = 0， 
(ii) There are positive constants p and a such that J\dBp{v) > Q；, where dBp{v) 
is the set {w G X : — = p}^ and 
(Hi) There exist some wq in X with ||'�o -'“丨丨；^： > p such that J{wo) < 0. 
Theorem 5.1.2. Let X be a real Banach space and J be C^-functional on X 
satisfying the Palais-Smale condition and the mountain pass property near the 
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origin. Then J has a critical value c> a which can be characterized as 
c = inf max/(it;) (5.5) 
7Gr wGj \ ' \ ' 
where F is the class of all continuous paths from 0 to wq and wq is given by the 
mountain pass property {Hi). 
It is clear that any critical point with the critical value c given in Theorem 
5.1.2 is nonzero. 
5.2 Existence of a nontrivial critical point 
To apply the mountain pass lemma, we verify that J has a mountain pass 
near 0 and J satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. 
Lemma 5.2.1. Let jii be the first eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem {B.l). 
Then for all a eR with 0 < a < /y] and u e X, we have 
[iV'of dx-a [ dx > ^ ^ ^ ^ f iV'of dx. 
Jn Jn fJ>i Jn 
Proof. Note that for all w e X,we have 
[|VH2 dx>fii f hi' dx. 
Jn Jn 
Therefore, 
/ dx-a dx 
J Q Jn 
f dx-}- - f I•奶|2 d x - a f dx 
Jn Ml Jn Jn 
斤 L - + J ("1L H 2 — - L H 2 a � 
fil-O^ f 2 . = / Viu z dx. 
fJ'i Jn 
• 
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Proposition 5.2.2. There is a positive constant Aq such that for each A e 
(-^05 ^o)； J satisfies the mountain pass property near the origin. 
Proof, {i) is trivial. To prove (u), first notice that G{x,w -i- A) - G{x, A)= 
A)w + \g'{x, 6w + and w is of mean zero. Together with (5.2) we have 
J(w) =l [ |Vwf dx - [ G(x,w + A)-G{x,A) dx � J n J n 
=秦 f I•切|2 dx - [ lg\x,ew + A)w'' dx 
� Jn Jn ^  
> \ 丄 d x - � j {Xw^ + Ci\9w + A r V ) dx (5.6) 
dx - {X-}-kpCi\A\P-') J w'' dx 
-kpCi [ 时 1 dx. 
Jn 
Choosing AQ and /LO > 0 such that for all A G (0, AQ) and A E {-AQ^AQ), we 
have a := A + kpCi\A\P-'^ < " i . Note that here kp is the least constant such that 
|a + < + |6|P+i) for all a and 6 G M. By Lemma 5.2.1, we have 
Jiw) >p[ iV^if dx — kpCi [ 奸 1 dx, 
Jn Jn 
where = (/^i - a)/{2fii). Now by Sobolev inequality and Jensen inequality 
r f r \ (p+i)/2 
>p / ivtif dx-c I dx ] = p\\w\\l - qiHiri. 
J f2 \Jq J 
Finally, choosing p := ||iy||2 so small such that 0 < a := {/Sp^)/2 < J(iu), we 
complete the proof of (ii). 
To show (m), we use (5.3) and (5.4) to give an upper estimate to J as follows. 
J—) <l f dx-C [ AY' dx+ [ C-G(x, A) dx 
^ Jn Jn Jn 
<l [ I d x - C [ + � Jn Jn 
Now fix any It; e A： \ {0} and t > 0, 
<(l[ |VH2 - (C [ H " da；) t^ + a 
V Jn / \ Jn J 
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Then we may choose t large enough such that J{tw) < 0. Setting wq � = tw, [Hi) 
holds. • 
Proposition 5.2.3. J satisfies the Palais-Smale condition, that is, whenever 
Wj}f=i c X is a sequence with J{uj) is bounded and J'(uj) 0, {iij} contains 
a convergent subsequence in X. 
Proof. We first show that {uj}^�^ is a bound sequence in X. Let M � 0 be an 
upper bound of J{uj). Notice that as J'{uj) — 0, we have \J'{uj)uj\ < for 
large enough j. We obtain from (1.7), (1.8) and (5.3) that • 
2 (•—幻 + 丄 - G{x,Uj)^ dx (5.7) 
^ ( ^ - \M\x + [ — dx. 
H'/ J{xen-.\uj{x)\<r} } 
By (5.2)，we see that \ji-^g{x,uj)uj - G{x,Uj)\ is bounded by some constant 
depending on r and |i7|. It follows from (5.7) that \\uj\\^ is uniformly bounded. 
Consequently, {uj} has a subsequence, which we still call satisfying 
Uj u weakly in X, 
^ U j ^ u strongly in Z/(i?) for all r G [1,2*)’ (5.8) 
Uj —> u almost everywhere in i?. 
\ 
With these convergence, we are going to show that \ \ u j — which together 
with the weak convergence above implies that Uj -)• u strongly in X, hence 
verifying the Palais-Smale condition. 
To show that \\uj\\^ -)• first note that 
/ Uj + A)uj dx- g(x, u + A)u dx 
Jn Jn 〜 
r r (5.9) 
< / \9{x,Uj + A)\\uj - u\ dx+ / {g{x, Uj + A) - g{x, u + A))udx . 
J n J Q 
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Note also that (5.2) implies \g(x,z)\ < C + C\Z\P. Thus we have 
\g{x, Uj + A)\<C + C\uj + A\P<C + C\A\P + , (5.10) 
which ensures the boundedness of \\g{x, Uj + �"(”+丄)/”. Together with the point-
wise convergence in (5.8), we conclude the following weak convergence in Z//(p+i)(i7). 
which implies / {g{x, uj A) - g(x, u + A))udx = o(l), as u G Lp{Q). Conse-
Jn 
quently, (5.9) reads as 
/ Uj + A)uj dx - g(x, u + A)u dx 
Jn jQ 
< / + — n| ob + o(l) 
Jn 
< / ( - + X\uj + A\\uj - u\ + —\uj + A\P\uj - dx + o(l) 
J n \ p / 
< (IIS<T’ 0)II2 + + A\\,) \\uj - UII2 + 警 + 刹 二 . \\uj — tzilp+i + 0(1) 
Noting from (5.8) that Uj u strongly in and LP+\f2), as 2 < p + 1 < 2*， 
we conclude that 
/ 9{x,Uj + A)u dx = / g{x,u + A)u dx + o{l) 
Jn /r ..N 
r r (5.11) 
/ "(-T，Uj + A)uj dx = / g{x, u + A)u dx + o(l), 
Jn Jn 
as j —> 00. 
On the other hand, we put u = Uj and (p = u in (1.8) to get 
/ • � - V u d x - / g{x, Uj + A)u dx = J'{uj)u = o(l). 
J n J Q 
With the aid of (5.11), we let j -> 00 in the above and obtain 
/ dx = / g[x,u-\-A)u dx. (5.12) 
JQ Jn 
Similarly, we put u = uj and (p = Uj into (1.8) and utilize the fact that is 
uniformly bounded to get 
/ •�.Vuj dx- g(x, Uj + A)uj dx = J'(uj)uj = o(l). (5.13) 
J f2 J Q 
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Then (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) imply 
I W I 尸 IMIx + o(i), 
as j —)• 00. • 
Remark 5.2.4. In the proof of Proposition 5.2.3, we did not utilize the full power 
of (5.2), but only the following growth control of g. 
\g{x,z)\<C + C\zY. (5.14) 
This guarantees that J still satisfies the Palais-Smale condition under a weaker 
growth condition (5.14), instead of (5.2). 
In view of Proposition 5.2.2 and Proposition 5.2.3, the mountain pass lemma 
applies to conclude that the energy functional J has a nontrivial critical point 
which is a nontrivial classical solution. We have finished the proof of Theorem 
5.0.1. 
5.3 The constant Aq 
In this section, we investigate the constant Aq via studying the following 
special case of Problem (5.1). 
-^u = \u\P-^u — / dx in i7, 
J n 
du 
< ‘ =G on ar?, (5.15) 
十 u dx = A, 
Jn 
where p and ^ are as before. We see that in the proof of Theorem 5.0.1, the 
constant Aq is determined when we try to verify condition {ii) of Theorem 5.1.2. 
We find a suitable 4^0 explicitly in this case. 
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Proposition 5.3.1. Let Aq be a constant s a t i s f y i n g = where iii is the 
first eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem {B.l). Then for each A e (—/Iq, ^o)； 
Problem (5.15) has a nontrivial classical solution. 
Proof. As A e (-Ao,Ao), we have p\A\P-J < " i . Let r be in ( p I ^ p — N o t e 
that the energy associated to Problem (5.15) is 
Jiw) = l [ dx 一 - i - [ + 耶+1 — dx. (5.16) ^ Jn P + 
To verify condition (ii) of Theorem 5.1.2, we estimate the second term on two 
special subsets of namely, i7i := {x : |u(a;)| < cr|/l|} and := ： \u{x)\ > 
where o" is a positive real number. By mean value theorem, 
\w + Al^i - I f + i = {p + i)\A\p-'Aw + i rp{p + l)\ew + …p-V de. 
2 Jo 
Thus we have 
[ (k + … 州 - d x - l^rM [ wdx 
P 十丄 J^h 
=? ( ( f \0w + V ⑶）dx 2 Jfh \J0 / 
f {\w\ + \A\y-'wUx 」J Hi 
+ f 切2 奴 
2 Jn 
Choosing a > 0 so small that p\A\P~\l + c7)p—丄 < r, we get the estimate on Qi 
[(丨识 + 乂丨时 1 — I f + 1 ) 血 - I f - i j f wdx<^ f w^ dx. (5.17) 
P 十 丄 • ！ J Hi 2 J n 
Similarly, we have 
f 4 奸 1 — \Ar') dx - i ^ r M [wdx 
((丨^；| + |/1|广、2 血 
^ J n2 
<c [ ( H奸 1 + H V ) dx (5.18) 
J 
<C\\WwC' + C\Ar^w\\i( 1 ) 
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To estimate |i72| we have, 
f ldx< [ dx < C||Vi/;||2. 
J fh J n2 
Without loss of generality we may assume A ^ ^ and hence 
/ 1 \ 2/n 
Putting it in (5.18) to get 
[(丨切 + …时 1 - |v4r+i) dx — j外-M [ w dx 
P十丄•^场 Jfh , , 
/ T x2/n (5.19) 
< c i i v � + i + q 外 - 1 ( ‘ ) 
Combining (5.17) and (5.19), we get 
+ 办 + • 切 『 + (5.20) 
( 1 \ 2/n 
啊 ⑶ 丨 丨 • � _ 
Together with (5.16)，we have 
Aw) -T f cb) — C\\Vw 
^ \ Jn 
/ 1 \ 2/n 
- q f - 1 " \H|�+(2/") 
/ 1 \ 2/n 
— c i i v H i f i - c i ^ r ^ ( ‘ ) "••u;|i$+(2/n)’ 
for some > 0. We finally choose p = ||Vu;||2 so small that 
Aw) > 昏p2 =： Q, > 0, 
and complete the verification of (ii). • 
Chapter 6 
The Superlinear-Subcritical Case III 
In this chapter we deal with the following problem 
-Ak = g(x, u)-子 g{x, u) dx in i7, 
du 
< ‘ = 0 on 如， (6.1) 
� u dx = 
Jn 
where g{x,z) is in x M) and odd in z. We can see that the corresponding 
energy J reads as 
"…)=•义 dx- In Gix, w) dx (6.2) 
for w e X�and hence J is an even functional. Let p be in (1，（n + 2)/(n — 2)). 
We impose the following growth controls on g which is a weaker growth control 
comparing to (5.2): 
(i) There exists C > 0 such that for every a; G 72 and 2 G M, we have 
\9ix,z)\<C-}-C\z\^. (6.3) 
(ii) There exist r > 0 and // > 2 such that for every x eQ and z with |z| > r, 
we have 
0 < /j,G(x,z) < g{x,z)z. (6.4) 
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Thus by integration we again have 
G{x,z)>C\z\^-C. (6.5) 
Here and after in this chapter, the positive constant C will be repeatedly used as 
the a generic constant which depends only on n, p and Q. We are going to prove 
the following multiplicity theorem. 
Theorem 6.0.1. Problem (6.1) processes infinitely many solutions. 
In view of the Theorem 2.1.5，we know that every critical point of J is a 
classical solution of Problem (6.1). Thus it suffices to show the existence of 
infinitely many critical points. 
6.1 A multiplicity theorem 
In this section, we state the following multiplicity theorem taken from [12 . 
Theorem 6.1.1. Let X be an infinitely dimensional Banach space, which can be 
written as X = V®W, where V is a finite dimensional subspace of X. Let J be 
an even C^-functional on X satisfying the Palais-Smale condition with J(0) = 0. 
Suppose further that J has the following mountain pass type behavior near 0; 
fi) There are positive constants p and a such that J\dBpnw > a, and 
问 For each finite dimensional subspace Y C X，there is an R = such 
that J\Y\Bn < 0； 
then J possesses an unbounded sequence of critical values. 
6.2 Existence of infinitely many critical points 
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In this section, we show the following proposition by Theorem 6.1.1, so to 
complete the proof of Theorem 6.0.1. 
Proposition 6.2.1. The energy functional J processes infinitely many critical 
points. -
Proof- By the study of the eigenvalue problem (5.1), we have an orthonormal ba-
sis of say {(f j j '^ i , where ^pj is a eigenfunction corresponds to the eigenvalue 
l^j. Let A; be a natural number. Then we may set V = V(k) := ^k} and 
VF = W{k) := {(pk+i,(fik+2.…}. We thus have = 丄 and hence ；f = e VK. 
On the other hand, J(0) = 0 and J satisfies the Palais-Smale condition by Propo-
sition 5.2.3 and its remark. 
By Theorem 6.1.1，in order to show the existence of infinitely many critical 
points, it suffices to show that J satisfies condition (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.1.1. 
We first show that J satisfies condition (i), by choosing suitable k above. 
Notice that the growth control (6.3) of g, implies the following growth control of 
G on 7? X R. 
\G{x,z)\<C + C\z\P+\ (6.6) 
Thus we obtain a lower estimate for J by (6.2) and (6.6), namely, for every w e X, 
we have 
JH > |VH2 dx-c J HP+I dx — a (6.7) 
Due to the negative constant term -C on the right hand side, we cannot sim-
Ply apply the Sobolev inequality and choose 丨丨^⑷丨之 small enough as what we 
have done in the proof of Proposition 5.2.2. In this case, instead of getting the 
nonnegativity of J on X，we try to obtain it on the subspace W = W(k). 
Consider interpolation inequality and Sobolev inequality, for every w e X we 
have 
IHIp+i < IkllJ.. Ikll^ -^  < qiVi/^ K. Ikll^ ^ (6.8) 
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where 7 G (0,1) is given by 
1 7 1 — 7 =—-\ L 
p + 1 2* 2 • 
In particular, for every w eW = W{k) = V{k)-^ = span{(^i, ( ^ 2 , 丄 we have 
Ml 二义切2 Cb S 去 y* dx = | |VHI� . (6.9) 
Combining (6.8) and (6.9), we obtain 
"《 + 1 < ； . 
Together with (6.7)，we have 
f l c _ \ 
\ f^k / 
for any ^ G N and p > 0. Now for each p > 0 we can choose k = k{p) large 
enough so that 
J\dBpr\w > - C. 
We finally choose /? > 0 so that 
2 
J\dBpnw > =• a > 0. o 
Thus Condition (i) has been verified. 
Now we turn to Condition (?；?；). Let y be a finite dimensional subspace of X. 
By (6.5) and (6.2), we have the following upper estimate for w e X. 
JM < IJ^ dx - c j j w r dx + C, (6.10) 
where // is some constant greater than 2. Notice that w is a continuous 
map on X, and that dBi 门 is a compact set, we can hence find a wo G A 
so that 
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which implies for every t > 0, 
Thus for (6.10) reads as — 
JW 一 � + C. (6.11) 
^ \Jn / 
Note that the choice of wq depends on the subspace Y of X, thus by (6.11) we 
can choose a constant R = R(V) large enough so that 
< - cb ) B^ + C < 0 . 
We have verified Condition (ii). The desired result follows from Theorem 6.1.1. 
• 
Chapter 7 
The Critical Case 
In this chapter we deal with the following problem 
—Aw = + f{u) - j + f{u)) dx in 
du 
< ^ = 0 on ar?, (7.1) 
f u dx = A, 
where is a real number, p = (n + 2 ) / ( n - 2 ) and f{z) = Az + " | ^ - i z ’ for some 
Q ^ (1，P), real constant A and nonnegative constant ji. Motivated by [2] and [13], 
we prove the following theorem concerning the existence of a nontriyial solution 
to Problem (7.1). 
Theorem 7.0.1. (i) Suppose n > 5, A, // and A are such that p\A\P-'^ + A + 
< "1. Then Problem (7.1) has a nontrivial solution. 
问 Suppose n = 4. Then there are positive constants Aq and such that 
/or each X € (—oo, Ao) and A G {-Ai.Ai), Problem (7.1) has a nontrivial 
solution. 
By Theorem 2.1.5，every critical point of J is a classical solution of Problem 
(1.5). Consequently it suffices to show the existence of a nontrivial critical point. 
44 
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In this chapter, we use the positive number C to denote a generic constant de-
pending only on n, q and A We further use the subscript e (or 6) to emphasize 
the dependence of the constant on a certain parameter £ (or S). 
7.1 A variant of the mountain pass lemma 
Due to the lack of compactness, we cannot apply the standard version of 
the mountain pass lemma (Theorem 5.1.2) to conclude the existence of a critical 
point to the energy J. In this case, we are going to employ the following variant 
of the mountain pass lemma taken from [1], to get an approximating sequence 
converging to some u. After that, we will show that this u is indeed a critical 
point. 
Theorem 7.1.1. Let X be a real Banach space and J be a C^-functional on 
X satisfying the mountain pass property near the origin (see Definition 5.1.1). 
Setting 
c = inf maxJ(w), 
7er wej ‘ 
where T is the class of all continuous paths from 0 to Wq. Then there is a sequence 
C X such that 
彻）— c , (7.2) 
and 
J'M 0 in X\ (7.3) 
as j —> oo. 
7.2 An approximating sequence 
To employ Theorem 7.1.1, we check the mountain pass property for J near 
the origin. 
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Proposition 7.2.1. Suppose X, fi and A are such thatp\A\P-^+X-\-i2q\A\'^-'^ < ji^. 
Then J satisfies the mountain pass property near the origin, that is 
� J{0) = 0, 
� There are positive constants p and a such that J\dBp{o) > oc, where dBp{0) 
is the set {w e X : = p}, and 
问 There exists some wq in X with ||u;o|lx > P such that J{wo) < 0. 
尸roo/ The proof of (i) and (in) are similar to that of Proposition 5.2.2 and we 
shall omit them here. We now show that how the estimate < 
(Jii guarantees {ii). 
Let V be such that p\A\P-^ + A + 乂 < “ < and cj > 0 be so small 
that •p\A\P-\l + + A + iiq\A\'i-\l + …P—1 < By a similar argument to 
the derivation of (5.20) in Proposition 5.3.1，we have 
^ / ^ ( i ^ + ^ r - i ^ n dx 
<(1 + I W^ dx + 广 + (7.4) 
/ 1 \ 2/n 
and 
^ lj\w + A ^ ' - d x 
<(1 + [ w U x + C l l V ^ l l f V (7.5) 
J fi 
/ 1 \ 2/n 
c丨外-1 ( 由 ） " • - " ， ) • 
On the other hand, we have 
会义(丨一…2 —丨…2)虹=�L十+ 2 � = w^ dx. (7.6) 
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Combining (7.4)，(7.5) and (7.6) into (1.7), we get 
JW >l • - ly I产 X � - — C|•扮 
/ 1 \ 2/n 
—c {\Ar' +1外-1) 
( 1 \ 2/n 
-ijr] 
……乂 2 ‘ 
for some /3 > 0. We then choose p = ||'�||乂 = II•'�II2 so small that 
JH > ^ p' a > 0’ • 
and complete the proof. • 
With this proposition, we apply Theorem 7.1.1 to get a sequence {uj}'^^ c X 
such that (7.2) and (7.3) hold as j 00. Next, we derive some convergence about 
M by showing that \\uj\\^ is uniformly bounded. Firstly, we rewrite (7.2) and 
(7.3) as 
1 [ |V7z,f dx - -4-r [ 一外 + 1 —H州）dx 
2 九 P + l 九 (7.7) 
- / iF{uj + A)- F{A)) dx = c-^o{l), 
J n 
and 
/ ^Uj -Vcpdx- / \uj -{- A\P-\uj + A)cp dx 
Jn r (7.8) 
Jn 
for if in respectively. Note that ||€」丨入、0 as j oo. Putting ip = u j in 
(7.8), we get 
/ 一 / Wj + 力 广 + dx - [ f{uj + A)uj dx = J? J Q J Q 
and hence 
I I • � | 2 dx - [ {\uj + 4 时 1 — dx - [ f{uj + A)uj dx 
D Jd r Jn (7.9) 
+ -^A)- A\Ar') dx = fe, uj). 
J f2 
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Subtract half of (7.9) from (7.7) to get 
+ 1/1^1) dx 
=4 f {{u^ + A)\u^ + - A\Ar') dx+ [ {F{uj + A)-F(A)) dx 
Jn 
+ d^  + c-^  (-0, Uj) + o(l). 
(7.10) 
We then obtain the estimate 
^ L …•丨州 L 丨+ f + / 肿ij + � —d x 
1 f (7.11) 
+ 2 / + a b + � - < e_^，7 i � + c + o(l) . 
J f2 
We have to estimate the first three terms on the right hand side of (7.11) one by 
one. Note that for every positive £, we have |z |� | z |2， | z | < + Q on 
Thus we obtain an estimate for the first term on the right hand side of (7.11), 
[\uj + AY dx <C [ {\uj\P-h\A\P) dx 
\ (7.12) 
<eC / 奸 1 dx + C,. 
Jn 
For the second term, we estimate as follows: 
I + A)- F{A)) dx = [ f(0Uj + A)uj dx 
J n Jn 
< f + + Q\0Uj + A\) dx 
J fl 
< [ + \m + C,{\uj\ + 凶 ) ) d x 
J f2 
=已C [ W 奸 1 dx + Ce [ dx + a f \uj\ dx 
J ^  J n Jn 
[ dx + ^Ce [ dx + QC,. 
Jn JQ 
In other words, we obtain the following estimate for the second term on the right 
hand side of (7.11)， 
L (F(以j + �—巧仲如 < i^C + 6C,) L W 州 dx + CeCs. (7.13) 
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Using a similar argument, we obtain an estimate for the third term, 
f l /K- + dx < (EC + 5C,) [ I'o^r+i dx + C.Cs. (7.14) 
J n Jn 
Combining the estimates (7.12), (7.13), (7.14) into (7.11) we get, 
-[\uj + /！丨州 dx ‘ 
几Jn 
^ ( … + W E ) L K R + 1 DX + IFELU, + Q C , + C + 0 ( 1 ) . 
Now utilize 
[\uj + 叶 1 dx > 2-P [ dx- f U P+i dx 
Jn Jn Jn 
and choose £ then small enough to get 
As II^JII .^ = 0(1), we have 
[K-r^ dx<\\u^\\^ + C, (7.15) 
J f2 
and 
^ / ^ ( K + ^ r - l ^ n (7.16) 
for sufficiently large j . Now combine (7.16) with (7.7) to get 
臺 Ih l lS <<^4- C\\uj\\^ + L in^j + ⑷—F{A)) rfx + c + l . (7.17) 
By (7.13), (7.15) and (7.17), we eventually conclude that is bounded by 
some positive constant M. 
Consequently contains a subsequence, which we still call {w^}, con-
verging to some ueX satisfying 
二 weakly in X’ 
— u strongly in L^ for 1 < r < p + 1, 
< 〜—社 almost everywhere in i?, 
i^j + + …口―1 -- {u + A)\u + weakly in (L奸”*, 
� f ( u j + … � f { u + A) weakly in ([州广. 
(7.18) .‘ 
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On the other hand, from the boundedness of we have < 
Mifellx* — 0- Thus (7.8) becomes 
/ ^Uj -Vipdx- / (uj + A)\uj + ArV dx- f f{ui + A)ip dx = o(l) 
Jn Jn Jn 
for any fixed if e X. Utilizing the weak convergence in (7.18), we obtain 
/ Vu -Vcpdx- / {u + A)\u-\-A\P-'^ip dx - [ f{u + A)ip = 0, (7.19) 
J n Jn Jn 
for all (p e X. This proves that the limiting function u is a critical point of the 
energy functional J. • 
We summarize this section with the following proposition, which we have just 
proven in the above discussion. 
Proposition 7.2.2. With A, fi and A as in Proposition 7.2.1, there exist a se-
quence C X converging to some u e X, in the sense of (7.18). Moreover, 
u is a critical point of the energy functional J. 
Remark 7.2.3. Note that in this case p = (n + 2)/(n - 2) = 2* - 1, we do not 
have the convergence \\uj - 0 and hence the key argument in Proposition 
5.2.3，namely, (5.11) does not work here. This means that the minimax value c 
may not be attained by some critical point. This forces us to the following 
discussion. 
7.3 A sufficient condition for a critical point to 
be nontrivial 
To show the existence of a nontrivial critical point, we first derive a su伍dent 
condition for the critical point u above to be nontrivial. In the next section, we 
will show how the sufficient condition is satisfied. 
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Proposition 7.3.1. Let X, // and A be as in Proposition 7.2.1. Let c be the 
minimax value given by Theorem 7.1.1. Let S infyg丑。【(/？) (IIl�/IMI二+i) be 
the best constant of the Sobolev inequality. Suppose c < Then u is 
nontrivial, that is, u is not identically equal to zero. Moreover, we have J(u) < c. 
Proof of Proposition 7.3.1. Suppose u is identically equal to zero. By the con-
vergence in (7.18), we have 
+ A)\uj + A^-' — 1 dx--, J {0 + …|0 + — = 0, 
and 0. Thus (7.10) becomes 
^ / + dx 
“ r 1 r (7.20) 
=/ + A)- F{A)) dx-- f{uj + A)ujdx-\-c + o{l). 
Jn 2 Jn 
Note that we have 
Lemma 7.3.2. With fi, A as in Proposition 7.2.1 and {uj}, u as in Proposition 
7.2.2，we have 
/ f{uj + A)uj dx / f{u-\-A)u dx, and 
Jn Jn 
• r r (7-21) 
/ {F{uj + A)- F{A)) dx 4 / {F{u -hA)- F(A)) dx. 
Jn 
With this result, (7.20) becomes 
[ ( h . + 耶+ 1 - l ^ r ' ) dx = nc + 0(1). (7.22) 
J FI 
Similarly, (7.9) and (7.22) gives, 
L I • � 血 = N C + 0(1). (7.23) 
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Now for any cr�0，we have 
[(丨Uj. + yll奸 1-|/1丨州）dx 
Jn 
二 [ + /l|时 1 - I^P+i) dx + [ + - |/l|叶 1 ) dx 
< [ { \ u j A l ^ - ^ ' - d x 
J{\uj\<a\A\} 
+ f f l + i y dx - [ I f + 1 dx 
< [ + - rfa: + f 1 + -Y [ +1 dx. 
J{\uj\<a\A\} \ ^ J Jn • 
We then estimate the term / \uj 丨州 dx via an inequality taken from [13], namely, 
Jn 
there is a positive constant Sq such that for every e G (0,£o) and w G we 
have 
/ r \ 2/(p+l) 
/ HP+1 dx 
) (7.24) 
< (1 + — e)-i [ dx +�2斗S - [ dx. 
Jn Jn 
Putting w = Uj, we get 
[(丨ifj. + 外+1 - dx 
Jn 
r / 1 \ 州 
< / (1+-) 
J{\n^\<a\A\} V G) 
( r r ^ (p+i)/2 
] ( 1 + e)�2-咖S - / |Vw,f dx + — £)-iCe / dx I . 
(7.25) 
Combine this with (7.22) and (7.23) then let j 0 to get 
n c < (^ 1 + f {(1 + - £ ) - i n c } ( 州 . 
Notice that the second and the third terms of (7.25) vanish by the dominated 
convergence theorem and (7.18). Finally, we let cr -> oo to obtain 
+ inc}(奸 i)/2’ .. 
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which implies that 
1 \ o - ] < c. (7.26) 
n V 1+e J ~ 
But it contradicts c < for sufficiently small c > 0. This completes 
the proof of the nontriviality part. 
We now show that J{u) < c. By the Lieb's lemma from [10] and convergence 
in (7.18), we have 
f + 奸 1 —I…时 1) dx 
J " (7.27) 
二 / \uj - dx + / + —I^P+i) dx + o{l), 
J Q JQ 
and 
[iVwjf dx= [ IV {uj - u) p dx + [ dx-^o{l). (7.28) 
Jn Jn J n 
Then by (7.21) and (7.27), (7.7) reads as 
c 二臺 L丨• � — i义(丨“).+邓+1 —丨外+1) d工 
+ [ F{x, Uj + V4) — F(.T , A) dx + 0 ( 1 ) ( 7 . 2 9 ) 
J n 
=J{u) + i f dx——f \uj - dx +0(1). .2 Jn P +1 � 
On the other hand, as w is a critical point of the energy J, we have 
[ d x - f \u + A\P-\u + A) dx - [ f{u + A)u dx = 0. 
Jn JQ Jn 
Together with (7.9), (7.21) and (7.28), we get 
/ IV {uj - u) p dx - I \uj - dx = o(l). (7.30) 
Jn Jn 
Finally, we combine (7.29) and (7.30) to get 
J{u) = c - - [ \Uj- 时 1 dx + o(l), 
几Jn 
which implies J{u) < c and we are done. • 
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In the above proof, we have assumed the validity of lemma 7.3.2 and we prove 
it now. 
Proof of Lemma 7.3.2. To verify the first convergence in (7.21), consider 
/ f{uj -^A)dx- / f{u + A) dx 
JQ Jn 
< / f{uj + A)uj dx - f{uj + A)u dx 
Jn Jn 
+ / 八Uj + dx- f[u + A)u dx 
Jn Jn 
< [\f{uj^A)\\uj-u\ dx + o{l),. 
Jn 
where the last estimate follows from the weak convergence in (7.18). Note that 
f{z) = we have the growth control \f{z)\ < + Thus for 
each £ > 0 and j G N, we have 
[ f i u j + A) dx - [ f{u + A) dx 
J n Jn 
< f {e\uj^A\P + Ce\uj + A\)\uj-u\ dx + o(l) 
Jn 
^ + — + Ce\\Uj + Amuj — + o(l) 
Notice that as ||"'」|；(^  is bounded, Sobolev inequality and Jensen inequality yield 
the boundedness of and ||wj||2. Consequently we have 
I f{uj + A)dx- [ f{u + A) dx <£C' + C,o(l) + o(l). 
Jn jQ 
Taking limsup for j -> oo and then £ 0+, we conclude that 
/ f{uj + A) dx - [ f{u + /1) dx 0. 
Jn JQ 
This completes the proof of the first convergence of (7.21). 
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To show the second convergence in (7.21), we employ the mean value theorem 
and use a similar argument as above to obtain 
/ F(uj + A) dx - / F(u + A) dx 
Jn Jn 
=/ f(0{uj — u) + + A){uj — u) dx 
JQ 
< / — + — cb 
JQ 
<e {\uj - u\ + |ii| + \A\y\uj - u\ dx 
Jn 
+ Ce / {\uj — + \u\ + — u\'dx 
Jn 
< ^IKki -以I + 1^ 1 + I^DIIp+iIki - ^^ llp+i 
+ � • - + CJ(|'“I + 1州 l y 'w — u|l2. 
Similarly, the boundedness of \\uj\\^ and (7.18) guarantee that 
/ F{uj + A) dx — F{u + A) dx — 0. 
J n Jn 
This completes the proof. • 
7.4 A suitable choice of WQ 
In view of Proposition 7.3.1, the critical point u is nontrivial if c < 
where the minimax value c depends on the energy functional J and the choice of 
WQ given by Proposition 7.2.1. In other words, we have to choose a suitable WQ 
such that c < holds. 
Notice that in the proof of Proposition 7.2.1, WQ is obtained by scaling an 
arbitrarily chosen function, say v e X. Together with the fact that 11-)- two lies 
in r , we have 
c := inf sup J(w) < sup J{two) < sup J{two) = sup J{tv). (7.31) 
7er o<t<i t>o t>o 
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The most important implication of (7.31) is the freedom on the right hand side. 
More precisely, as v is arbitrarily chosen, we can find a suitable choice of v such 
that supi>o Jitv) < which implies c < 
To find such a suitable candidate WQ, we introduce the following family of 
functions 
Ue … � + 1计)(„_2)/2， (7.32) 
which is the optimal function for Sobolev inequality. However, as it is not in X, 
we consider instead 
We ：二 Ue -子 lie dx. • (7.33) 
Note that Ue and w^ are concentrated at the origin. To utilize the concentration 
behavior, we shall transform the problem back to the origin by imposing some 
rigid motions on the domain Q. More precisely, we consider the followings: 
Pick i? > 0 and xo G W such that i? C B{xo, R) and df2 n dB{xo, R) ^ 0. 
Let xi be in 门 8召(.7；0，R). As Problem (1.1) is invariance under rigid motions 
and relabeling of axes, we may without loss of generality assume that Xi = 0 
and Q C > 0}. As dQ is C^, principal curvatures are well defined. Let 
a i , … , a n - i be the principal curvatures at 0 with respect to the inner normal. 
Then there is a small positive constant S such that dQ is the graph of a C^-
function near the origin, say, h : Ds ^ M. with 
hW) = + 咖 ' ) + 
where Ds = {x' e 股打―i : < 6} is the 6 disk in Hereafter, we automatical 
impose the above assumption on i?. 
Proposition 7.4.1. Let X, ii and A be as in Proposition 7.2.1. 
(i) For n > 5，there is a positive constant SQ such that for each e G (0, £o)； we 
have supf>o J{tWe) < 
(ii) For n 二 4，there are positive constants AQ and SQ such that for each £ G 
( 0 , c o ) , if A e (-AQ, OO), then we have SUP^>O J(tWe) < (2N)—丄^“““/之. 
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R e m a r k 7.4.2. (i) In view of this proposition, we simply take v in (7.31) to 
be We. Then the nontrivial criterion follows from (7.31) and Proposition 
7.4.1. 
(ii) In view of {ii) above, given any "一〉0, we first choose AQ and A'q SO small 
that + Xo-\-iiqIAqI'^''^ < ^li holds. Then choose in Theorem 7.0.1 
to be the minimum of Aq and A'q, SO to conclude that for any A G (—oo,入o) 
and A G ( - A i , Ai), we have supt>o J(tWe) < This explains how 
do we choose the constants AQ and Ai in Theorem 7.0.1. 
Proof. Recall from (1.7) that ior w e X 
J{w) [ dx — ~ • [ + 邓+1 - dx 
2 Jn Jn 
—[(F{w + A)- F{A)) dx. 
Jn 
Instead of studying the energy J directly, we first study the main term 
= dx - ^ I dx, (7.34) 
which is closely related to the energy J and has a simpler structure. 
Fix e > 0 and let 7 ； � 0 be such that ^{T^We) = ^{tws). Note that 
the existence of such T^ > 0 is guaranteed by mountain pass property (?:?:)，while 
the positivity follows from $(0) = 0 and the proof of the mountain pass property 
(ii). Note also that 
^tWe) =(l f I•拟 e|2 dx] t'' - ( [ — f ^ dx^ t^^K 
\2 Jn / + 
By differentiating the above, we have 
Y I •切 ( ^ x - ^ T e - ( J I叨,1时1 dx^ Tf+i = 0. (7.35) 
This implies 
r \ i/(p+i) 
/ I•'�|2 dx 
Te = 今 , (7.36) 
/ 丨 州 dx 
< J n •• 
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hence by Proposition C.l, CA and C.8, we have 
/ dx 
(I)(7>e)= - ——— r^TT- ^ 
� 乂 n) / r \ 
/ dx] 
� 1 [*AW/� + o⑷广-• J 
i[ \K.-m ,厂、 
= - - 7"⑷ + )广 + ) _ 
71/ 
where Ki and K4 are positive constants satisfying 
7 is a positive constant, I and II satisfy 
/(£) = K^V^ + o{y/I) 
and 
for some positive constants K2 and K5. We therefore have 
HT^w,) = - l ' n [ e ) + ). (7.37) 
In the following, we will make use of the above study of $ to estimate sup^>o J[tw^) 
for different n, namely n > 6, n = 5, n = 4. 
THE CASE n > 6 
In this case, since p + 1 G (2,3], we thus can utilize the following inequality 
whose proof is given in appendix A. 
+ v4|时 1 — I…时 1 > +1 — ( 二 ) V r ? + (p + 
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for all real numbers x and A^ with which we are able to compare J and 
J(w) <- f dx——[ 时 1 dx 
+ 引 … 1 [ 1切|2 dx- f {F{w-^A)-F{A)) dx 
2 jQ Jn 
[ |秘|2 [ {F{w + A)- F(A)) dx E{w). 
2 Jn Jn 
We see that the original energy J is dominated by another energy E. 
We further let > 0 be such that E{teW^) = supf>o E(tWe). Note that the 
existence of such tg > 0 is guaranteed by mountain pass property (i), {ii) and the 
fact that F{z) is a lower order perturbation with respect to as 2 —)• oo. On 
the other hand, we may without loss of generality assume that t^  > 0; otherwise 
we have sup位�五(亡切£) = (te^e) = 0 < and we are done. Again by 
differentiating, we get 
Y dx^ te - ( J I'o/ej奸 1 dx^ tl 
+ f dx] te- I f{teWe + A)We dx = 0， 
\ J n / Jn 
which implies 
( [ 广 1 c/a；) t^e<( f I•切 dx + [ 一 te 
\Jf2 J \Jn Jn J (J 38) 
+ / +A)we\ dx. 
w — 。 丄 h — 1 , — 
Jn 
that f(z) = Az + we thus have 
\f{teWe + A)I < 切el + |AA| + 2�V力？—+ S^ 'Vl^ l' 
and hence we get 
/ \f{ts:We + "A—el doc 
Jn 
<|A| ( 丄 d x ) te + 2 卜 V ( J —,1 杆 1 d x ) tl ( 7 . 3 9 ) 
+ (|A/L| + 2 卜 V I A ” [ d:c. 
J n 
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Put (7.39) into (7.38) we get 
^ f —ep+i tP<([ dx + + |A|) [ I 切dx] t, 
\Jf2 / \Jn Jf2 ) 
+ 2卜V ( [ c/a;) LI + {\XA\ + [ I'�dx. 
\Jn ‘ / Jn 
Now by the computations in appendix C, we have the following asymptotic be-
havior for each term appearing on the right hand side of the above expression. 
Jn 2 
Jn 丄 
< / —£丨2 dx = 0(e); 
Jn 
[ d x = 计 1)); 
JQ 
f 丨叫I Ck = 0(£("-2)/4). 
、Jn 
In particular, all of them are of o(l) as e — 0 and hence we conclude the existence 
of positive constants L and EQ such that for any e G (0, co) we have 0 < t^ < L. 
We will see that this bound is very important for the control of E{teWe). 
Recall that our goal is to estimate E making use of Note that ^{tsWe) < 
^{TeWe). By definition of E and L above, we have 
E{t,w,) < + [ dx - [ {F{t,we + A)- F{A)) dx, 
2 Jn JQ 
(7.40) 
And we should estimate the third term on the right. Recall that 
F ⑷ 小 2 + 点 , 付 + 1 ， 
where g + 1 G (2,2*), A is real and [i is nonnegative. We have 
F{ieW, +A)- F{A) = + 2A) + {\ieWe + 计丄—|v4|计工)’ 
z "I•丄 
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and hence 
f {F{t,w, -{-A)- F{A)) dx 
Jn 
= [ [ (l^et/^, + 外+1 — 州）dx . 
^ Jn g + 丄 
Notice that q + 1 E (2,2*) C (2,3), we utilize Proposition A.l again to estimate 
the second term on the right. 
[{F{Uw, + A) - F{A)) dx 
Jn 
[ Kr + ^ [ dx . 
丄 Jn g十丄 
[ k.p [ tM dx 
^ Jn Jn 
丨恥丨2 虹-穿 L H 2 dx 
[ —dx. 
2 Jn 
Combining this with (7.40), we get 
E{t,w,) < + {;p\A\P-' + |A| + ^ [丨⑴e|2 dx 
2 Jn 
Together with (7.37) we have 
E(teWe) < 去 一 7 , " � + oyi ) 
二 i，Z2 -作4 + O⑷二 - (Vi^S + 0(1)). 
Then we can choose e > 0 so small that 7 ' � 5 + 0(1) > (7'i<5)/2 > 0 which implies 
We finally put WQ = w^ and conclude that supt>�J{two) < 
THE CASE n == 5 
In this case, since p + 1 = 10/3 G (3,4), we have the following inequality . 
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which is proven in appendix A. 
+ 奸 1 — > 
丨工|P+I — {P + L)\A\\X\^ - + 1 )……P-I工， 
for all real numbers x and A. Again we compare J and 歪 via this inequality 
J{w) J dx — J —dx + |/l| J \w\P dx 
f 办一 [(F(切 + yl) - F(V4)) dx 
2 Jn Jn 
= � ) ( — + [ + f H" dx 
Jn 2 Jn 
—[(F{w + A)- F{A)) dx =： E{w). 
Jn 
We again see that J is dominated by another energy E. 
Similar to that we have done in the n > 6 case, we let “ � 0 be such that 
Eit^Ws) = sup4>o E[tWs). By similar argument as in that case, we may assume 
the existence of such te > 0. Consider differentiation, we get 
‘ [ d x ] [ MlO/3 一 iJ/3 + (l\A\ [ H 7 / 3 dx] i ， 
/ \Jn J JQ J (7 41) 
+ (f 凶4/3 义 hep dx^ t「L + A)w, dx = 0， 
which implies 
(丄 |叫|1�/3 —力:/3 < (乂 iV^ep dx + - I f 义 |叫|2 dT) t, 
/J r \ r (7.42) 
/ dx tl'^ + / + dx. 
V-^ JQ / Jn 
Again we put (7.39) into (7.42) and utilize the following asymptotic behaviors 
according to appendix C to conclude the existence of L and e > 0 such that for 
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any £ G (0, CQ) we have 0 < t^  < L. 
[I•切dx = lKl + 0{^/e); 
Jn 2 
/ —£丨2 dx = 0(e); 
7 
/ M 7 / 3 dx = 0(s3/4); 
Jn 
Jn 
[ = 0(e3/4). • 
Jn 
Thus we obtain the following estimate of E involving 
E{t,We) < + L dx 
+ (尝 f I切斤 dx - f (F(力美 + A)- F{A)) dx. 
\ y / JQ Jn 
We next estimate the third term on the right. Recall that 
where q-\-l e (2’ 2*) = (2’ 10/3), A is real and fi is nonnegative. If 什 1 G (2’ 3], we 
conclude as in the n > 6 case that E{teWe) < ^{T,We)-\-0(e). Uq + 1 e (3，10/3), 
then g + 1 E (3,4), we thus apply Proposition A.2 again. 
[{F{L,We + A)- F(A)) dx 
Jn 
=^^e f K P + [ (I力观 + 外 + 1 - 1 外+1) dx 
^ Jn g 十丄 
> -华力? [ 1购|2 dx + -^tr^ [ Iz^d计 1 dx 
丄 J n ”丄 Jn 
f ker dx - [ dx 
Jn 2 Jn 
\ Jn 2 J n ) •• 
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Note by Proposition C.7 we have / dx = As we are now 
J n 
working with those q e (2,7/3), we have (10 — 3q) > 3. Combining this with 
(7.41), we conclude that E(teW,) < + 0(£3/4). 
In both cases, we have E^t^We) < � e ) + o{y/e ) and hence we may use 
the argument at the end of n > 6 case to choose small enough c > 0 to complete 
the proof of this case. 
THE CASE n = 4 
In this case p + 1 = 4 is a natural number. We can expand the term explicitly. 
Namely, {x + A)^ - A^ = x'^ ^x^A + + for all real numbers x and 
A Thus 
J{w) = i / dx-]- [ w^ dx- A [ w^ dx 2 jQ 4 Jq Jq 
[ w'' dx + A^ [ wdx - [ {F{w + A)- F{A)) dx 
2 J n Jn Jn 
< — A f w^ dx 一 I {F{w -\-A)- F{A)) dx. 
Jn Jn 
We now call this term E and try to give an upper bound to supf>o E{tw^). We 
again let ^^  > 0 be such that E{teWe) — sup^>o E{tw^). Before doing differentia-
tion, we consider 
EitWe) = ^tWe)-A( [ w^ dx) t^ - [ {F{tWe + A) - F{A)) dx. 
\Jn / Jn 
We focus on the term f 秘,d工 and notice K ) 3 = (u. - 二 ,3 _ 知 + 
Jn 
Zuebl — S ,^ where S^  :=十 u^ dx, to obtain 
Jn 
E{iWe) =$(//⑴ £) - / {F{i,w^ + A)- F{A)) dx 
f r r r 、 （7.43) 
-At^ / li^ dx — 36, / dx-^ 2(5f 1 dx . 
\Jr2 Jn Jn 乂 
This suggest us to consider three subcases differently, namely, A = 0, A � 0 and 
/I < 0. For A = 0, J coincides with $ and we are done in view of (7.37). 
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For Z � 0 ’ we turn (7.43) into 
E{tWe) < 办(tWe) - [ {F{tWe + A) - F{A)) dx + (3A5, [ ul dx) (3，(7.44) 
Jn \ J n J 
and denote the right hand side as E八 tw� . We similarly let > 0 be such that 
Eiit^We) = supt>oEi{tWe) and conclude the validity of assuming such t^  > 0 
exists. Consider differentiation 
f [ dx] te - ( [ Iwel"^ cb^ 4 
VA^ J J (7.45) 
+ ( 9A5s / ul dx]tl- / j%Ws + dx = 0’ V Jn / Jn 
which implies 
< [IWel"^ Ck) tl 
� “ D ) (7.46) 
< (y* |Viye|2 dx^ te + (9A5, J ul dx^ tl + J \f{teWs + A)w,\ dx. 
We then put (7.39) into (7.46) and utilize the following asymptotic estimate for 
each term on the right hand side to conclude the existence of an upper bound L 
of te for small enough e > 0. 
Jn 2 
/ 丨1/；£丨2 dx = • ( £ I logej); 
< 々  （7.47) 
/ dx = 0{{s 
J n 
[ll^el dx = 0(el/2); 
Jn 
[ul dx = ). 
�Jn 
And we hence by (7.44) obtain 
Ei{t,We) < + (sASe [ u\ c/^c) L^- [ {F{t,w, + A)- F{A)) dx. 
\ Jn J Jn 
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To estimate the third term, we recall that 
刚 = 丨 + • 川 f ， 
where q + 1 E (2, 2*) = (2,4), A is real and /x is nonnegative. For q -}- 1 E (2,3], 
we again argue as in the n > 6 case that 
—f (F(t,We + A)- F(A)) dx < 0{e | log£|). 
Jn 
For + 1 G (3, 2*] = (3’ 4], we argue as in the n = 5 case that 
[{F{teWe + A)- F{A)) dx > -i^L^ [ dx . 
Jn 2 Jq 
-li{\A\L^ J (/rr + iii^lAl^-iL^y dx). 
Notice that ^ + 1 € (3,4) implies 4 - g > 1, we have / dx 二 ). Thus 
Jn 
—[F{t,We + v4) - F{A) dx < 0{y/e ). (7.48) 
JQ 
In both cases, we have < � e ) + o{y/e ). We then choose s > 0 
so small that supi>o J{tWe) < supf>o E{tw^) < supi>o Ei{tWe) = Ei{teWs) < 
( 2 n ) — T h e proof of the subcase /I > 0 is then completed. 
For A < 0，we turn (7.43) into 
E{tw,) = ^{tw,) - I {F{tw, + A)- F{A)) dx 
Jn 
( [ ul dx + 25l [ 1 rfx) 
\Jn Jf2 J 
and denote the right hand side as E^itWe). let 力 e � 0 be such that E2{teWe)= 
supt>oE2{tWe) and as what we did before, consider differentiation 
, j |Vw;E|2 dx) t, - ( J dx^ 
+ ( -3 /1) ( [ ul dx + [ 1 dx) tl- f f{t,w, + A)we dx = 0. 
\Jn Jq / Jn 
Then by the asymptotic estimate (7.47), we use similar argument to the A > 0 
case to obtain an upper bound L > 0 of for small enough £ � 0 . Notice •. 
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that the derivation of (7.48) does not depend on the sign of A. Together with 
f dx = ^K^y/e + ), we have 
Jn 2 
E2{teW,) < HT^w,) + + oWl) 
= 去 - - + V^ + ) (7.49) 
= — L ' K , - 罕 x / ^ + O � . 
In \ 2 / 
Now, if we choose X o � 0 such that 7 ' - {-?,A)K^I2 > 0, then for any A e 
(-4o，0) we have SUpt>oJ{tWe) < SUpt>QE{tWe) < SUpt>oE2{tWe) = E2{teWe) < 
By Proposition 7.2.1, 7.3.1 and 7.4.1, Theorem 7.0.1 follows. 
Appendix A 
Some useful inequalities 
Proposition A.l . Suppose r e (2,3]. Then we have 
\x + — lof - > + 
for all real numbers x and A. 
Proof. Define ip{x) := \x + A 广 - - 广.Then we have 
ip'{x) = r [|x + + A)- , and 
cp"{x) = r{r — 1) + …卜2 一 I工|r-2:. 
Note that (p(0) = 0 and = As r - 2 E (0,1], we have 
-I耶—2 < + 卜2 一 > |yl|r-2. 
Now, for X > 0, we have 
=(p'(0) + [ ip"{t) dt 
Jo 
= - r ( r - 1)1 耶-2a； + rH卜2/1， 
which implies 
^{x) = m + r V � dt > + r |尊 - M r r . 
Jo 2 •• 
68 
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On the other hand, for a; < 0, we have 
Vp'Ct)，'(0) + / � dt 
Jo 
^ 0 ) + - r ( r - l ) | A � - 2 a； 
=-r(r - + 
which also implies 
ifiix) = vKO) + r ^'{t) dt > J(二 Vr-V + r\Ar''Ax. 
Jo 2 
Consequently, the inequality is true for all real numbers x aiid A. • 
Proposition A.2. Suppose r e (3,4). Then we have 
\x+-i^r — i ^ r > — — K r — 丨邓 — 2 ^ 2 + r | / i � — M o ； 
for all real numbers x and A. 
Proof. Define as in Proposition A.l. Then we have the same (p'{x) and 
^"{x) as before. Note that 
l-T + = + (r - 2)sgn(.T + eA)\x + 广 M . 
Now, as r - 2 G (1,2) and r - 3 G (0,1)，we have 
+ 4广-2 _ I工广2| _ 2)1：^  + OAl'-^lAl 
么厂一2)(问 + |/1|广3|/1| 
which implies 
(p"{x) > - r ( r - l)(r - 广3 — _ 1)(厂 _ 2)\A\'-\ 
Integrating this inequality twice as in Proposition A.l, the result follows. • 
Appendix B 
The eigenvalue problem on X with 
Neumann boundary condition 
Recall that 
X i^w eX : J It; cb = 0}. 
In this section, we will prove the following proposition concerning the behavior 
of eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem. 
f 
— = flip in 
dip 
< ^ = 0 on ar?， (B.l) 
十 Lp dx = 0. 
W/2 
Note that by an eigenvalue, say /i, to the eigenvalue problem, we mean that "‘ is 
a real number and that there exists a nonzero function cp e X such that for all 
i/j e X we have, 
/ Wif . V'0 dx = 12 ipij) dx. 
J n Jn 
Proposition B . l . Let E be the set of all eigenvalues. Then we have the follow-
ing s. 
(i) T, is a countably infinite subset of real number; .. 
70 
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(ii) We can repeat each eigenvalue according to its multiplicity, which must be 
finite, so that 
where 
0 < Ail < < < ^ oo; 
(in) There exists an orthonormal basis of where (pj G X is an 
eigenfunction of the eigenvalue problem corresponding to the eigenvalue jij. 
Proof. For any (p G denote $((/?) as the unique weak solution u e X ^ 
L?[Q) of the following equation. 
—Au = ip in i?， 
Qy, 
)—=0 on dQ, 
on 
十 u dx = 0. 
The existence of w G X is given by Theorem 3.1.2 and the uniqueness follows 
from the mean zero condition together with the Green's Identity. 
We first show that $ is a compact self-adjoint operator. To see that $ is 
compact, Let ||i/;j||2 < M be a bounded sequence in Without lost of 
generality, we may assume that Wj 丰 0 for all natural number j. Then we have 
[I•一力|2 dx = [ - {A^Wj)) ^Wj) dx 
Jn Jn 
=/ ^M'^j) dx < . lhi>K)|l2-
Jn 
By the Poincare Inequality, there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
[ d x < C f dx, 
Jn Jn 
for all w e X. Together with Wj ^ 0, the above equation reads 
Ih^KOIIx = < q卜…I2 < CM. .. 
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Then Rellich compactness theorem thus guarantee that Wj has convergent subse-
quence in L^(i7) and hence the compactness of $ is verified. The self adjointness 
of (I> simply follows from the Green's Identity. And the result follows if we can 
show that A i l � 0 , which ensure no negative and zero eigenvalue to the eigenvalue 
problem. 
Let fij be an eigenvalue to Problem (B.l), we have 
/ dx = 11 j / dx, 
Jn Jn 
which implies /Xj > 0. In particular, we have /j^ i > 0. • 
Appendix C 
Computation result for n > ^： 
In this section, we estimate the asymptotic behavior of some integrals, which 
are needed in Chapter 7. 
Recall in Section 7.4 we have assumed that Q C {x^ > 0} with 0 G dQ and 
that d n is the graph of a C^-function near the origin, namely, /?,: D^ —)• E with 
h{x') = + odrrf) 乂o/) + )， 
丄i=\ 
where Ds = {x' G : |a;'| < is the S disk in and a^'s are positive 
constants. So that we can utilize the concentration behavior of the following 
families of functions at the origin 
, , A n - 2 ) / 4 1 
’ ( 已 + 1 工 | 2 ) ( n - 2 ) / 2 , 
and 
Ws ：二 U广子 Ue dx. 
Note also that in this section, 
p: 二 = 
n — 2 
and we use C to denote some generic constants depending only on n and Q. 
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Propos i t ion C . l . 4 s £ 0+，we have 
L I•切e|2 dx = — /(c) + O(v^ ), 
where 
一 办 ， 
and 
r r9{x') 
/(e) := / / iViy^p dxndx' = K v J l + 
JO 
for some positive constant K�-
Proof. Note that 
V?/； = Vv = - ( n - -
which implies 
Thus we have 
f dx = (n — 2 ) 2 5 … f ( 丨 " " 丨 2 | 。 、 d x 
JBniO) � ) 九遍 ( £ + W， 
— 一 ) 销 一 。 • 办 
= ( " - 2 ) t ( � • 办 . 
The last integral is finite, since n > 3 guarantees 2n — (2 4- n — 1) > 2 > 1. 
Similarly, we have 
[ I•川 e|2 dx={n- 2)2s(--2)/2 [ dx 
The last integral is finite, since n > 3 guarantees (2n - 2) - (n - 1) > 2 > 1. 
Thus we obtain 
[ 办 = 0(£("-2)/2)’ (C. l ) 
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and hence 
[ d x = Ki + (C.2) 
Now, Let r be a positive number so small that r < 6 and {Q A 丑广(0)) C Xn) G 
: Xn > h{x')}. Denote B+(0) as the upper half ball, that is, fl {x^ > 0}. 
Then we have 
[iVt^eP dx= [ iVWel"^ dx - [ [ 丨2 dx 
Jq Jb+{0) JDr Jo 
+ / iVi^ep dx-\- / dx 
J{{x', xn)eR":/i(x')>Vv^} Jn\Br{0) 
1 r r 
=-/ dx- / dx (C.3) 2 J Br (0) JR"-! JO 
r rKx') r rg{x') 
- / iViUeP dx+ / dx 
JDr Jgix') </R"-i\Dr Jo 
+ / jViiJep dx-\- / iVuiel^ dx 
J{{x', Xn)GK"： h{x')>y/l-\x\^} Jn\Br{0) 
We shall estimate the terms in (C.3) one by one. Note that by (C.l) and (C.2), 
we have 
\ [ = + (C.4) 
丄J Br {0) 丄 
r rgW) r 
/ / dxndx' < / da； 二 0(£("-2)/2)’ （C.5) 
[ dxndx' < [ dx = 2)/2)’ 
J{ix', a;„)eK"： h{x')>y/l-\x\'^} JR^\Br{0) 
(C.6) 
[ \VWe\'' dx < [ |Vu;e|2 do； = 0(£("-2)/2)， (C.7) 
Jn\Dr{0) 
Combining (C.3) to (C.7), we have 
/ dx =-Ki — / / dxndx' 
JFI 2 JO ,。0、 
r rh{x') (I 
JDr Jgix') 
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So we have to compute, 
r rai^') 
/ / iViCel^  dxndx' 
jRri-l JQ 
• 2 ) 2 … Z 2 义 “ 厂 ) 4 ‘ 办 ’ 
=(n — 會 離 舰 [ 广 ‘ ) ( 剛 2 . ( ^ ) , ( ' ] 
r rV f^f(y') L,|2 
• H J � i r ： ^ 办力'• 
Note that 
r raix') 
/ / I •'�£丨2 dxndx' 
J Q 
where K2 is a positive constant. The finiteness of K2 follows from 2n — (2 + 2 + 
n — 2) > 2 > 1 and n > 4. Consequently, 
/ ( e ) [ 广 ) I • ' � , 丨 2 dxndx' = + (C.9) 
JM.ri-l JQ 
Finally, we compute 
[广')丨•叫丨2 dxM < {n - 2 )2� -2 ) / 2 f 丨⑷：f�(工'！丨 dx/. 
Jor Jaix') Jor {e + k ' P ) " - ' 
Recall that i? and r are fixed and that \h{x') - g{xy\ = as |a;'| 0. We 
can choose > 0 so small that 
\h{x') - g{x')\ < a\x'\\ 
for all 00' e Dt C Dr. Then by compactness of Dr \ A , we can choose a positive 
constant M, depending only on i7, a and r, such that 
\h{x') - g{x')\ < MWW .. 
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for all x' e Dr\ D,, Thus we can choose a positive constant C(cr) so big that 
M < 
for all x' on Dj. \ D,. Note that C{a) above indeed depends on Q and r, but 
we do not emphasize the dependence 'as they are already fixed in this context. 
Consequently, we have 
\h{x')-gix')\<a\xf + Cia)\xf/\ 
for all x' on Dr. Therefore, 
r rh{x') 
/ / I • '�el2 dxndx' 
2 ) V “ ) / 2 . r a W A/E^ + C � jo/ A / ^ f / V " 办， 
— 一 九 r (1 + 广 
< C V i (a + C(cr)ei/4), 
where C is a positive constant depending only on n. Note that C is finite, since 
2n - 2 - (2 + n - 2) > 2 > 1, 2n - 2 - (5/2 + n - 2) > 3/2 > 1 and n > 4. Then 
r rHx') 
/ / I•'�el2 dxndx' 
y JDr Jg{x') 
lim sup jz < Co. 
As cr is arbitrary, we conclude that 
r rh{x') 
/ / dxndx' = o(Ve). (C.IO) 
JDr Jg{x') 
The desired result follows from (C.S), (C.9) and (C.IO). • 
Proposition C.2. As e ^ 0+，we have 
[ d x = + 
Jn 2 .. 
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where 
仏：二 L (1 + M 办. 
Proof. Notice by a similar argument to (C.3), we have 
[ k . r dx = l f dx — 厂 广 ) d x 
Jn 丄 JBr(o) JO 
r rK^') r r9{^') 
- / dx+ / / dx (ail) 
JDR Jg{x') JO 
+ / dx + / dx, 
J{{x>, Xn)GR"： M工')>\/l-丨工n JQ\Br{0) 
where r is chosen as in Proposition C.l. We first estimate 
JBriO) L J 九“0) [(e + |.x|2)(n-2)/2](n+2)/(n-2) 
—Jn+2)/A f 1 f]r 
_ “ ) + W，+2)/2 
g(n+2)/4 f I M J L ) 
一 丄 ( � ) ( i + 剛 广 
-p("-2)/4 f I dv 
— 人"々(。）(1 + M2严+2)/2 办. 
Note that 
[ d x 
JBrjO) 二 / 1 , __ 1 rJ - K 
— (1 + M2)(袖2)/2 帅—^ L (1 + \y\2)in-,2)/2 帅—.八3, 
and K^ is a finite number since (n + 2) — (n — 1) = 3 > 1. Therefore we have 
1 [ \u,\Pdx = + o (£ (几 -_ ) . (C.12) 
2 JBriO) 2 
On the other hand, 
L糊 I如 血 =一 2 ) / 4 L，. ( F T k f e ^ 办 
< 一+2)/4 [ ^ dx, 
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which implies 
[ = (C.13) 
since (n + 2) — (n — 1) = 3 � 1 . Note that (C.13) implies the last three terms of 
( a n ) is of C>(£("+2)/4). Next, we estimate 
r rgW) 
/ / dxndx' 
JDr Jo 
r rgW) i 
< p(^+2)/4 / / t dx dx' 
— , 卿 f /咖') 1 (丄 
— 咖+2)/2 V - i Jo (1 + 1^ /^|2)(n+2)/2 以、^风 
r rV^aiy') i 
— (1 + |y'|2)(n+2)/2 邵 
< f dv' 
— 人 ( 1 + b'|2)(时2)/4 办. 
Thus we obtain 
r r9ix') 
/ / dxndx' = (C.14) 
JDr Jo 
since (n + 2) — (2 + n — 2) = 2 > 1. Finally, we compute 
r fhW) r rh{x') 1 
/ / \Us\^ dxndx' < / / dXr. dx' 
JDr Jg{x') JDr Jgix') + |.t|2)(奸2)/2 
< p("+2)/4 / / t dx dx' 
< >+2)/4 f 如, 
—� An-: (S + |x'|2)(n+2)/2 似 
< f dr' 
= f I工' 
— e…+2)/2 人 ( 1 + /v^|2)(n+2)/2 〜 。 
and get 
c rh{x') 
/ / I'UelP =C>(£"/4). (C.15) 
JDr Jg{x') .. 
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Combining (C.12) to (C.15) into (C.ll), we obtain the desired result. • 
Proposition C.3. As e 0+，we have 
[Ue dx = 
Jn -
and hence 
6, ： = i uedx = 2)/4). 
J n 
Proof. Notice that the idea of (C.3) does not work here, we consider the following 
f 1 f r 严'） 
/ Us dx =- / u^ dx — / / Us dx 
Jq ^ J Br {0) JDr Jo (C 16) 
+ / dx + / u^ dx. 
J{{x', Xn)Gl"： /i(xO>\/H^} Jn\Dr{0) 
We then estimate 
f Ue dx =£(打[ 1 dx 
_ _ ^ do 
Note that 
f 
y J BrjO) ‘ 1.厂 OJuP""-' ^ r , OJnT^ 
Hence we have 
1 f u, dx = (C.17) 
2 JBriO) 
and 
[ u, dx = 2)/4)’ (C.18) 
JBn{0)\Br{0) 
as r ,R are fixed. Note that (C.18) implies the last two terms of (C.16) is of 
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C>(£("-2)/4). We next compute 
r rK^') r rH^') 1 
/ / �工 n d 工 ' / / |2、（n-2)/2 必&(虹， 
JDr Jo JDr JO (£+|;r|2)� “ 
< (n一2)/4 f ^ / 
(n-2)/4 f doc' 





/ / u, dxndx' = (C.19) 
JDr Jo 
Then the desired result follows from (C.16) to (C.19). • 
Proposition C.4. As e — 0+，we have 





/ / (e) ：= / / It^ el时 1 dxndx' = KeVe + o{^/I). 
JO 
for some positive constant K^. 
Remark C.5. From [2], we have 
Ki K, 。 
K乏/(P+l) _ ^(n-2)/n -
where S is the best constant of the Sobolev inequality 
� 厂 -]2/(P+l) r 
S / dx < / dx. 
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Proof. Note that 丨1(；,|奸1 = 二 - (p+ - 05e)\u, -
for some 9 G [0,1. 
[ d x - [ 州 dx 
Jn Jn 
< (p + 1) [ \ue - dx 
Jn 
< C5e [ {\Ue\-\-S,y dx 
J a 
< C6, f \u,\P dx + 
Jn 
= . ("一2)/4) + [0(£(n-2)/4)广 1 
=0(£("-2)/2) 二 0(e)’ 
since n > 4 implies (n — 2)/2 > 1. We then have 
f dx = [ (C.20) 
Jn Jn 
This suggest us to compute [ M州办 using the idea of (C.S). As before, we 
J f7 
first estimate 
[It^el奸 1 dx =[�-2)/4]2n/(n-2) C ^ _ d c c 
JBriO) L J 九“0) [(£ + 严-2)/2广/(n-2) 
二 ^n/2 f 1 血 
=.n/2^ f 1 mJL) 
- Jbao) (1 + k /v^i'r 
=JL(�) 办 一 I o W 办 4 
Note that lU is finite since n > 3 implies 2n - (n - 1) > 4 > 1. To compute the 
order of convergence above, we consider 
/ |7/,JP+i dx = 1 1 办 
JR-XBriO) e JRn\B,{0) + kP)"" 
= l v w � ) i r T W 办 （c-22) 
ROO ⑴ PTI-L 
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Observe that 
息 、 - 叫 / ^ 广 — 1 r 1 r (n-2)/2 叫厂“ fp o o A 
V�⑷=(1 + 湖2)n . ("2 . i^) = y (C.23) 
which implies 
lim = l i m ~ , 丄 = l i m ^ = — — . (C.24) 
e->0 e->0 e-^ o n(£ + —)"• nr" 
Thus by (C.22) to (C.24), we have 
[ H 奸1 = (C.25) 
and hence we obtain the desired order of convergence 
[ d x = [ HP+1 dx - [ dx 
JDriO) •/M" «/R"VBr(0) (C 26) 
Note that (C.25) implies the last three terms of the corresponding version of (C.3) 
is of 0(£几/2). 
We next compute 
r r9ix') 
//(e) := / dxndx' 
JO 
= / J T - , ^ dyndy'. 
ViRn-i Jo (1 + 
Note that 
" ' � = L (1 + M 2 + 1 物曾•(‘"("'))办‘， 
which implies 
lim 学 = l i m = lim f -‘产),，、，、dy' 
f 9{y') , , r. 
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The constant K5 is finite, since n > 3 implies 2n — (2 4- n — 2) > 3 > 1. Conse-
quently, we obtain 
11(e) = K5^/i + o(^/i). (C.27) 
Finally, for each cr > 0, let C^ be as in Proposition C.l. We then compute 
r /M 工 , r 广耐？） 1 
/ / Kl^'-'dxM / / . ^ dxndx' 
JDr jg(x') JDr 人Or') + F p r 
< f 剛 1 ⑷ 丨 办 , 
-人“（s + M ’ 咖 
- ( e + M T • 
=乂 f + C ⑷ 作 /A丨5/2 , 
^ 人 1 1 + j ^ f � v ^ J 
= V~ef 丨 2；；剛， 5 / 2 
An-l ( i + b ? ) " “ 
< C v ^ (a + C(cT)e'/'). 
Since cr > 0 is arbitrary, we get 
r fM 工 
/ / dxndx' = (C.28) 
JDr Jg{x') 
Now, by the corresponding version of (C.3)，(C.20) and ((7.25) to (C.28), we 
obtain 
[ H 州 dx = l-K,-11(e)+ o{Vi) 
Jn 2 
and complete the proof. 口 
Proposition C.6. As e ^ 0"^； we have 
( 
f „ K^e + o(£) for n > 5, 
/ w^ dx = < 
^ Kssj log^l + o(£| logc|) for n = 4, 
\ 
where 
/ 1 I |2�n—2 dy for ri > 5, 
K s = R" (1 + \yn 
LJ4 
Y forn = 4. 
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Proof. Note that by Proposition C.3, we have 
[wl dx = [ (Ue-def dx= [ u^ dx - S^JH] = [ u^ dx ^ . ( C . 2 9 ) 
Jn J Q Jn Jn 
This suggests us to estimate / u^ dxJDj (C.16). For n > 5, consider 
Jn 
[ul dx f ——i__- dy 
JBAO) 严 2 人 “ 一 +丨计广 2 
(1 +丨;丨2广2办’ 
which implies 
/ ul dx = Kss + O(E). ( C . 3 0 ) 
JBriO) 
Note that K^ is finite since n > 5 implies 2(n — 2) — (n — 1) > 2 > 1. For n = 4, 
consider 
f 2 , r UJiS r 
/ 从e dx =e / 2 r , 2�2 ap 
JBrio) Jo {e + P^) 2 7o (e + p2) 
0；4己 r 1 ，9 u^e^ r -1 ，9 
uj^e r, , ?� 1 1 � 1 1' 
which implies 
/ u] dx = '^e\\oge\ + o{£\\og£\). (C.31) 
JBriO) 么 
We next compute 
[ ul dx [ _ _ ？ d x 
JDR{0)\BriO) •/s^\B“o) (e + F r ) 
<£(«-2)/2 f _ I _ 血 
- JBMWO) ’ 
and hence 
f 
R , 0 ( £ 3 / 2 ) f o r n > 5 , 
/ u l d x = { — (C.32) 
[o (c ) for n = 4. 
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Finally, we compute 
r rH^') r rK^') i 
/ / ul dxndx' / / dxM 
JdJO ‘ JDJO (C + M T " ' 
r r明 1 
<£h-2)/2 / / ^ ― — dxndx' 
- JdJO (e + lx'IT 
<C£("-2)/2 f dx' 
=Ce鄉广？:丨："dy' =: 〜(e). 
Jo (1 + y' 2) 
Note that .. 
平、)(1 + (r/v^)2广2 -2£3/2 - (£ + r2)n-2 一2 , 
which implies 
limei/2 咖 樂 二 l i m ^ 
e->0 \ ‘ £->0 £-1/2 £->0 £-3/2 
. -pn+l -
= lim “ . £ ( “ ) / 2 
0 [(£ + _ 
0 for n > 5， 
= < 
r for n = 4. 
\ 
Thus we have 
( 
r f 岭 f o r n > 5, 
/ / vi d x M = — (C.33) 
JDT 九 0(£) for n = 4. 
\ 
By the corresponding version of (C.16) and (C.29) to (C.33), we get the desired 
result. • 
Proposition C.7. Let q e (l,p), where p (n + 2)/(n — 2). ^s £ -> 0+，we 
have 
( I f 办 二 卜 ( " ) " / o . n > 5 , 
^^ [o ((£| for n = 4. 
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Proof. A s 2 < g + l < p + l，there is a constant 9 G (0,1) such that 
1 e 1-e 
——7 = 7： + ——R. (C.34) g + 1 2 p+1 K ) 
Then we consider interpolation, 
II叫 11州引丨切Jl Ik.ll二. (C-35) 
By Proposition CA and C.6, (C.35) read as, 
r fo(£�+i)/2) for n > 5, 
/ dx= I — 
0((#og£|)�+i)/2) for n =： 4. 
V 
Finally, by (C.34), we have 
- i ^ y ’ （⑶） 
and the result follows. • 
Proposition C.8. As e ^ 0+，we have 
for some positive constant 7. 
Proof. First note that II{e) 二 0(v^)，we will utilize this fact several times in 
this proof. We thus have 
— JJ⑷广-2)/n - (I叫(n-2/n) — 羞 , q ^ / n " � ( � • � 
To estimate the right hand side of (C.37), we use integration by parts to compute 
as in [13] that 
lim = lim — ^ 
—fr^ 0)9 f b'lW) , / / f 9iy') , / 
令 气 “ H T ^ 吸 - i I T T W ' " (C.38) 
广 00 ^n+2 . roo n 、 乂 
寺 2 ) 2 告 ， •. 
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and that 
n lU n Jo (1 + / 人 （ 1 + \ J y J 
Combining ((7.38) and (0.39), we get 
1(e) n-2Ki , … 
which implies 
/ l 、(“-2)/n n —2/1 \ / I \ -补 
I{e) = — i^-K^j II{e) Wilis) + o(Vi), 
for some positive constant 7', 7〃，since / / (e) = 0(e). We now use this estimate 
to compute complete the proof. Note that this ensures 
/1 \ ("-2)/n \ 
/⑷） 
/ I \ / / I \ n — 2 / 1 �一2/n \ 
= ( 2 ^ 1 ) ( ^ ( 2 ^ 4 ] - — " � ) _ / / / � + � ( W ) . 
Thus (C.37) reads as 
� - m 
—//⑷广-勢 
二 YII(s) + o(^) 
“ 广 — 广 - 2 ) / n _ ^ 叫 - 2 / n / / ( . ) " 
IK, YII{e) + o(^) 
一 [1 - Y'II{e)~ 
� � ) t - 2 ) / n - 姆 ) + 稱 
for some positive constants 7, 7〃 and 7"' and we are done. 
• 
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